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ABSTRACT

Electrowetting is an electromechanical response that can be used to change the equilibrium shape of droplets on a surface through the application of an electric potential. By applying this potential asymmetrically to a droplet, the droplet can be moved. Typical electrowetting devices use an electrode covered by a dielectric to reduce electrochemical interactions. Successful electrowetting requires electrodes and dielectric layers that can resist damage through many cycles of voltage.

Continuous Electrowetting (CEW) is performed on high resistivity silicon wafers. In this process, when an electric potential difference is applied between the substrate ends, the droplet on the substrate moves towards the side with positive voltage. The diode behavior of consecutive metallic spots, placed in the oxide layer, is the root of the droplet movement. This thesis investigates electrode, dielectric, and electrolyte material combinations that can achieve long stable performance with a particular emphasis on continuous electrowetting.

Incorporation of diodes can also improve standard EW conditions to achieve lower voltage operation. In passivating systems, a reverse biased electrode becomes electrochemically passive. This way we have performed low voltage and reliable Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD) for 5000 test cycles. This is while, in non-passivating systems, EWOD degrades significantly from the first cycles. In CEW devices, SiO$_2$ can also serve as a steady dielectric. It is observed that, with larger electrolytes, contact angle change would remain consistent for 10000 cycles with less than 19% degradation, while would be as high as 47% with small electrolytes.
In CEW device, consistent and ideal behavior of electrochemical diodes is expected. Even though diode pairs reduces current flow and the extend of electrochemical reactions, the diode behavior can degrade over test cycles due to electrochemical reactions. To evaluate the diode behavior of different electrodes, a coefficient (referred to as actuation coefficient) is introduced which varies between zero (the least favorable diode behavior) and one (the best diode behavior). It is shown that, with the use of titanium as the electrode, the diodes behave more ideally and they behave consistently over 2000 test cycles. The best diode performance was observed with Na₂SO₄ electrolyte solution, where actuation coefficient remains at around 0.8 for 10000 test cycles. Aluminum can perform well in the beginning of the test cycles, but its performance degrades significantly over the first cycles.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Technology Life-Cycle Path

Centuries ago, the discovery of a new process could remain as pure science without industrial applications. Yet, these days, with the aid of advanced technologies almost any scientific concept will turn into a new technology. Decades ago, a car working with batteries was just an idea and now it is a reality. Market demands have pushed the industries to manufacture new products. However, a novel concept or method, first, has to pass a research and development phase and then it pays off in vital life phase (as shown in Figure 1-1) and finally the financial return of a technology declines [1]. During vital life phase a technology profits because it is superior to its counterparts. For some technologies such as steel, glass, and cement the vital life span is long, while for some others like pharmaceutical products it is short. The vital life span could be extended through patents and new discoveries in the field.

1.2. Motivation for Electrowetting on Dielectric Process Research

A century ago, electrowetting was also a scientific observation [2]. In this process, a droplet is placed on top of a hydrophobic dielectric substrate. Then, the droplet wets the hydrophobic surface when a potential difference is applied between the droplet and an electrode below the dielectric layer. This process is known as Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD). Typically, a thin layer of a hydrophobic layer is coated on a dielectric layer even though the hydrophobic layer alone can also act as a dielectric layer.
Likewise, these days EWOD has found applications in different devices and has offered advantages over its conventional alternatives. In cell phone cameras, a droplet can act as a lens and its focal length can be changed via electrowetting process without the need of mechanical motors [2-4]. Reflective displays have been manufactured by using droplets with significantly lower response time than ordinary electronic papers [5-6]. In Lab on Chip devices, electrowetting has been used to move, split, and mix droplets [7-13]. EWOD has even been also used for vibration energy harvesting with a power density as high as $10^3$ Wm$^{-2}$ [14].

These accomplishments suggest that electrowetting may soon inter its vital life span and any future researches and inventions in the field can expand the vital life span. So far, amongst the extensive researches on EWOD, only a few have focused on the device reliability. The goal of this study is to investigate the materials, which improve both the device reliability and droplet actuation force.

1.3. Continuous Electrowetting

Before talking about Continuous Electrowetting (CEW), I briefly explain how Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD) works. Conventional EWOD is performed by placing a droplet on top of a hydrophobic substrate and applying a potential difference between the droplet
and the substrate. Even though EWOD has found multiple applications such as electrowetting lenses, microprocessors cooler, reflective displays, and etc., this work will focus on a particular actuation scheme called Continuous Electrowetting (CEW), but many of the results have direct application to other actuation schemes. We have already used EWOD to perform CEW (Figure 1-2) [15]. In CEW as shown in Figure 1-2, the diode like behavior of the metallic spots causes an asymmetric potential distribution analogous to bidirectional electrowetting, so that the substrate potential at the reverse biased spot is higher than that at the forward biased spot. The difference in the substrate potential leads to an asymmetric contact angle modulation, so that contact angle at the spot with higher potential would be lower than that at the other spot. Hence, the droplet is actuated towards the spot with higher potential. With a sequence of metallic spots a droplet moves continuously.

The droplet in CEW can be used to move parts placed on top of the droplet. The parts could be used for an assembly process. This is the specific application in our study, yet CEW can be used for any other purposes such as drug delivery.

The prototype CEW device consists of a 270 μm high resistivity silicon substrate (300-500 Ω-cm) with a 500 nm thermally grown SiO₂ layer with small holes (200 μm in diameter), which are filled by a metal via e-beam evaporation. Finally a thin layer of Cytop (50 nm) is spin coated on top of the substrate to render the surface hydrophobic. In CEW devices, the metallic spots act as diodes and the surrounding SiO₂ as dielectric [15].

A droplet can move when an electric potential difference exists between the substrates ends. In this process, the diode-like behavior of the metallic spots causes a potential difference in the high resistivity substrate between adjacent metallic spots (The diode behavior of the metallic spots is caused by the variation of the electrochemical reactions rate with potential polarity. A
metallic spot gets forward and reverse biased respectively when it is polarized to negative and positive voltages). The potential difference results in an asymmetric contact angle due to electrowetting. This asymmetry propels the droplet towards the end with higher potential (lower contact angle) [15]. Figure 1-3 shows the top view of CEW on a high resistivity n-type silicon wafer. In this process, the left side of the shown device is grounded and a voltage of +350 V is applied to the right side. In this figure, the snapshots of the droplet movement are shown. The device width is 28 mm and the droplet volume is 50 μl. It takes about 0.8 second for the droplet to move from the left side of the strip to the right side. In this device, aluminum spots are used as the electrochemical diodes.

![Figure 1-2. Continuous electrowetting schematic.](image)

1.4. Dissertation Goal

Practically, it is possible to move any fluids on the substrates, yet the droplet lateral force and device reliability highly depends on the droplet electrolytes and the metal used in the spots. Reliability is assumed to be limited by electrochemical degradation of the metal spots that form the diode-like droplet/substrate connections and the silicon dioxide dielectric. Thus, this thesis will focus on improving device reliability by improving the consistency of the electrical response of the CEW device components under repeated voltage cycles. There are two components of the device that are required to perform reliably, which are metallic spots and SiO₂ dielectric.
The reliability of both metallic spots and SiO$_2$ dielectric layer is important. Metallic spots play a significant role in CEW process by providing an electric potential difference in the high resistivity silicon substrate at the two ends of the droplet - without the metallic spots CEW ceases. However, they can be etched away through oxidation after repeated actuation. The metallic spots etching can be minimized by using specific combination of the metal/droplet electrolytes (in this process non-oxidizing metals such as gold cannot be used because they do not show diode like behavior). In addition, the SiO$_2$ has to behave reliably too. Typically, electrowetting on SiO$_2$ degrades over many electrowetting cycles, the degree of which depends highly on the droplet electrolytes. However, with the use of some specific electrolytes, the angle modulation degradation decreases significantly. Therefore, the chosen metal/electrolytes combinations have to guarantee both metallic spots and SiO$_2$ reliability. As will be shown in the next chapters, reliable material systems do not necessarily result in high potential difference.
between the spots. Hence, the material systems have to be narrowed down to those which ensure significant potential difference between the metallic spots, too.

Figure 1-4. The relation between metallic spots reliability, SiO2 reliability, and high potential difference.

The three objectives of this study are metallic spots reliability, SiO2 dielectric reliability, and high potential difference between the two points of the high resistivity silicon wafer at metallic spots underneath the moving droplet. Since the prototype CEW devices work initially but with decreasing performance after 5-10 cycles, it is believed that there are changes in the electrical performance of the device components from repeated cycling. This thesis will study conditions for consistent response of each independent area. The diagram in Figure 1-4 shows the logical relation between the objectives, which are further explained as follows:

1- Objective 1: metallic spots have to have consistent electrical response and the top left circle is related to the metallic spots reliability. Here, electrical response is related to the diode behavior of the metallic spots, which is diminished if they etch away. The first objective of this study is to find metal/electrolyte combinations, in which the metallic spots withstand the oxidation and etching, and so provide reliable electrical response. In the previous study [15], CEW could be performed for a few cycles (here, each cycle is the droplet movement from one side to other side), which is attributed to the etching of metallic spots. Here, we try to find metal/electrolyte
combinations, with which CEW can be performed for over 1000 cycles. Given the state of the technology, 1000 cycles of consistent CEW means a significant improvement in the reliability of CEW devices and we try to achieve this reliability with the aid of appropriate metal/electrolyte combinations.

2- Objective 2: the SiO$_2$ dielectric has to be reliable too. Here, reliability is referred to the consistency of contact angle change of the droplet on the SiO$_2$ dielectric, which depends on the electrical consistency of the SiO$_2$ dielectric. The top right circle corresponds to the reliability of SiO$_2$ dielectric. SiO$_2$, in the CEW devices, acts as a dielectric and when a potential difference is applied between a droplet on SiO$_2$ electrode and an electrode below, the droplet/substrate contact angle changes. The magnitude of the contact angle change varies with the dielectric properties of the dielectric layer. In CEW, we want the SiO$_2$ dielectric to show consistent dielectric properties, so that the contact angle change would be consistent over many cycles. We have seen that the SiO$_2$ reliability highly depends on the electrolytes in the droplet, so the second objective of this study is to find the best SiO$_2$/electrolyte combinations in terms of the droplet contact angle reliability. To determine the contact angle reliability on SiO$_2$ dielectric, conventional electrowetting is performed on wafers with SiO$_2$ as dielectric with different electrolytes. It will be shown that the SiO$_2$ dielectric acts reliably when large electrolytes are used in the droplet.

Other authors have also conducted researches on the EWOD reliability. Heikenfeld et. al. have performed extensive researches on substrates reliability in EWOD. They have shown that large electrolytes such as SO$_4^-$ hardly penetrates through Al$_2$O$_3$ dielectric, and hence the reliability of the EWOD devices can be improved [16]—to show this they have obtained I-V curves with different fluids with various sizes of electrolytes. This way they have observed that with large electrolytes current remains at around zero ampere and also attributed the EWOD
reliability to the zero current passage—zero current guarantees the absence of the electrochemical reactions which damage the substrates.

Alternatively, they have shown that, with the use of nonaqueous fluids, the electrowetting reliability can be improved [17]—in their study, indium tin oxide substrates coated with 1 μm Parylene C were used. Fourteen nonaqueous fluids were used, namely acetonyl acetone, acetophenone, diacetone alcohol, diethyl carbonate, dimethyl malonate, dimethyl sulfoxide, ethyl aceto-acetate, ethyl-L lactate, γ-butyrolactone, N,N-dimethylacetamide, N-methyl formamide, propylene carbonate, propylene glycol, and 2-pyrrolidone. It was shown when the substrate is negatively polarized and small ions such as Na⁺ are involved in EWOD, dielectric failure occurs, which is detected by a current raise in I-V curves [17]. However, the contribution of large ions such as ammonium (NH₄⁺) and tetrabutyl ammonium (TBA⁺) when the substrate is positively polarized results in a significant improvement of the substrates reliability in EWOD.

Additionally, the reliability of Parylene HT as a dielectric in EWOD substrates has been shown [18]. In this study, a 300 nm Parylene HT performed reliably without current passage in I-V curves in both polarities of the substrates. The droplet liquid was 0.013 wt% SDS. With Parylene HT, EWOD can be performed for over 6.5 hours with insignificant degradation in contact angle change [18].

Even though zero current is the key criteria to obtain reliable EWOD, the endurance of the EWOD systems with zero current has to be evaluated over repeated cycles. In our study, in addition to the current passage prevention, we also show how reliable contact angle change would be maintained over many cycles (for up to 10000 cycles). In fact, with EWOD systems that perform reliably for many cycles, we can make fabricate long-life devices.
3- Objective 3: last but not least, the bottom circle is associated with the electric potential difference in the high resistivity silicon wafer at the ends of the droplet. Here, the metallic spots etching is not the concern and only the diode behavior of the metallic spots is investigated. It is noteworthy that in some cases metallic spots do not etch away, but their diode behavior is poor. Therefore, beside the resistance against etching, the metallic spots have to possess appropriate diode behavior, which is taken care of in this part of the study objective. When the metallic spots behave as ideal diodes, the lateral electrostatic force moving a droplet sidewise in CEW would be the highest possible. Based on the diode behavior of the metallic spots, we introduce a criterion—referred to as actuation coefficient ($\eta_{\text{actuation}}$)—to compare the lateral electrostatic force in different metal/electrolyte combinations. When $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ is zero, it means the metallic spots behave as resistors, and hence the lateral electrostatic force is zero. However, the lateral electrostatic force reaches a maximum when $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ is equal with one, as the metallic spots act as ideal diodes. The third objective of this study is to find the metal/electrolyte combinations with highest electrostatic forces, which is when $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ is close to one. It will be shown that the highest $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values can be obtained with titanium electrode in contact with all the tested electrolyte solutions (0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, and NaOH).

In this study, each component of the above diagram is investigated separately and then these results will be used to assess the prospects for reliable CEW. It will be shown that, when aluminum is used as the metallic spots, all the objectives cannot be met. We either see high resistance of aluminum spots against etching or relatively high potential difference between two spots. To improve the resistance of aluminum spots, passivating systems were used, in which aluminum passivates upon anodic polarization—passivating systems consist of appropriate combinations of electrode (aluminum) and electrolytes (e.g. citric acid and tartaric acid). The
The problem of passivating systems is that the barrier-like oxide layer on aluminum prevents electrolytes diffusion (through the oxide layer) at both positive and negative potential polarities. Hence, the diode behavior of electrodes diminishes in the passivating systems and the potential difference between two spots drops significantly. However, with the use of titanium instead of aluminum, metallic spots reliability and high potential difference can be met. It is also speculated that with SO$_4^{2-}$ cations, droplet actuation on SiO$_2$ dielectric is reliable. Therefore, it is recommended that, in CEW devices, titanium be used as the metallic spots and also Na$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte solution be used for the droplet.

1.5. References


CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND MATERIALS

The purpose of this study is to find material systems, which guarantee reliable Continuous Electrowetting (CEW) with high droplet actuation force. In first part of this chapter, electrowetting theories are first explained and then the CEW mechanism is explained. The second part is spent on the background materials of metallic spots etching and prevention. To perform CEW reliably over thousands of cycles, metallic spots must be reliable. The metallic spots could etch away possibly due to oxidation which has to be prevented with an appropriate electrode/electrolyte pair selection. In this chapter, it is explained how passivating systems can be incorporated in CEW to improve the device reliability.

2.1. Wetting Basics

In contact with other phases (gas, liquid, solid), liquids take a shape that minimizes the free energy\([1-2]\). The gravitational energy acting on the liquid and surface tensions of the other phases are the energies that determine droplet shapes. The ratio of the typical weight \((\rho g r^3)\) over the force caused by the droplet surface tension \((r \sigma_{lg})\), which is referred to as the Bond number \((Bo)\), defines the droplet shape, as follows \([3]\):

\[
Bo = \frac{\rho g r^2}{\sigma_{lg}}
\]  

(2.1)

here, \(\rho\), \(g\), \(r\), and \(\sigma_{lg}\) are respectively droplet density, gravitational acceleration, the largest droplet radius (the distance between the droplet surface to a line vertical to the substrate and tangent to the droplet), and the surface tension between the droplet and the second phase (air or oil). For the droplets with bond numbers higher than one, weight is dominant, and hence the droplet tends to
get flat (like a pancake). For aqueous liquids (without surfactants) in air, an 82 µl droplet possesses a Bond number of 1 [4] (in this calculation \( \sigma_{lg} = 72 \) mN/m and \( \rho = 1 \) kg/L). For the droplets with a Bond number lower than one, droplets are like a spherical cap [5]. Typically, in this study we have used droplets smaller than 20 µL, so the contribution of the gravitational energy is negligible and it is presumed that only the surface would be effective (the bond number of a 20 µL droplet in air is around 0.24). Additionally, the droplets are spherical cap due to their bond number.

In the next sections, it is explained how a droplet takes shape on a solid surface. Then it is explained how the droplet shape can be manipulated in Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD) process.

2.1.1. Surface Energy

Material surfaces, typically, host physical reactions (e.g. dust absorption) and chemical reactions (e.g. rust formation). In fact, due to missing intermolecular bonds, material surfaces possess higher energy than in the bulk, which leads to reactions to reduce their energy. For liquids, surface energy variation of the liquid and/or adjacent phases brings about droplet shape manipulation with or without reactions on the surfaces.

2.1.2. Contact Angle (Young’s Equation)

For a droplet on a solid surface, the droplet shape can be defined by the contact angle of the droplet at Three Phase Contact Line (TCL), the contact line where the three phases meet.

![Figure 2-1. The effect of surface tensions interaction on droplet contact angle.](image)

The contact angle can be calculated by balancing horizontal vectors of the forces at TCL. In equilibrium, the net force per unit length acting on TCL must be zero. Typically, three forces are
acting on TCL, droplet/air ($\sigma_{la}$), substrate/droplet ($\sigma_{sl}$), and substrate/air ($\sigma_{sa}$) surface tensions. Balancing the surface tensions, the droplet contact angle can be obtained through Young's equation as follows:

$$\cos \theta = \frac{\sigma_{sa} - \sigma_{sl}}{\sigma_{la}} \quad (2.2)$$

This equation is the basis of the Lippman equation that predicts EWOD behavior.

### 2.2. Electrowetting

Electrowetting is a process, in which a droplet shape is modulated on a hydrophobic substrate by applying an electric potential difference between the droplet and the substrate. Typically, the contact angle between the droplet and substrate is associated with the droplet modulation.

First, Lippman derived the electrowetting equation based on the substrate/droplet surface tension reduction with voltage [6]. At the time, the electrowetting tests were performed on bare mercury exposed to an acidic electrolyte solution. Hence, the surface tension reduction was attributed to charge accumulation in the double layer formed on the mercury droplets. The surface tension reduction with voltage can be explained by the following equation:

$$\mathrm{d}\sigma_{sl}^{eff} = -\rho_{sl}\mathrm{d}U \quad (2.3)$$

here, $U$ is the surface electrochemical potential and $\sigma_{sl}^{eff}$ is the effective surface tension. The effective surface tension is associated to the surface tension that is caused by the deliberate variation of the metal potential, not by the initial charge accumulation. When a metal is immersed in an electrolyte solution, electrolytes accumulate on the metal surface due to the metal surface free energy. The electrolytes accumulation reduces the effective surface tension of the metal. $\rho_{sl}$ is the electrolyte’s concentration on the metal, which varies with the metal potential and is obtained as follows:
\[ \rho_{sl} = C_H U \]  
\[ (2.4) \]

\( C_H \) is the double layer capacitance formed on the metal surface exposed to an electrolyte solution.

Combining equations (2.3) and (2.4) and integrating both sides, one reaches an equation that relates surface tensions before and after electric potential application as follows [7-8]:

\[ \sigma_{sl}^{\text{eff}} = \sigma_{sl} - \int_{U_{pzc}}^{U} C_H U \, dU = \sigma_{sl} - \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_1}{2d_H} (U - U_{pzc})^2 \]  
\[ (2.5) \]

here \( \varepsilon_0 \) and \( \varepsilon \) are respectively the vacuum permittivity \((8.854 \times 10^{-12} \text{ farads per meter})\) and double layer dielectric constant \((\sim 81)\). \( d_H \) is the double layer thickness \((\text{around 2 nm})\) and \( U_{pzc} \) is the potential of zero charge, the metal potential without spontaneous electrolytes accumulation.

Combining equations 2.2 and 2.5, the Lippman equation is obtained as follows:

\[ \cos \theta = \cos \theta_0 + \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_1}{2d_H \sigma_{la}} (U - U_{pzc})^2 \]  
\[ (2.6) \]

here \( \Theta \) and \( \Theta_0 \) are the droplet/substrate contact angles respectively before and after voltage application.

Equation 2.6 was derived in a metal/electrolyte system where the spontaneous charge accumulation on the metal surface has to be taken into account via the \( U_{pzc} \) consideration. However, after coating a dielectric material on the metal surface, the charge accumulation effect can be neglected [8] and the Lippman basic electrowetting equation would be as follows:

\[ \cos \theta = \cos \theta_0 + \frac{\varepsilon}{2\delta \sigma_{la}} V^2 \]  
\[ (2.7) \]

here, \( \theta_0 \) and \( \theta \) are the initial and actuated angles, \( V \) is the electric potential difference between the droplet and wafer, \( \sigma_{la} \) is the surface tension between the droplet and the second phase, \( \delta \) is the dielectric thickness, and \( \varepsilon \) the dielectric permittivity. Figure 2-2 schematically shows the apparent contact angle change in the generic EWOD.
Electrochemical interpretation of electrowetting, as discussed above, could predict contact angle through the Lippman equation. Researchers have already validated the Lippman model capability to predict the electrowetting process [4, 9-11]. However, the electrochemical derivation of equation 2.7 overlooks the mechanical aspects of the droplet modulation. In addition, the stability of contact angle at Three Phase Contact Line (TCL) raises doubt as to whether the substrate surface tension actually changes. In this regard, the electromechanical interpretation of electrowetting addresses the issue of the contact angle stability and also provides an image of the mechanical aspects of electrowetting.

The basis of electromechanical interpretation of electrowetting is the Korteweg-Helmholtz body force density which shows the electrical force on liquids as follows [12]:

\[
\vec{f}_k = \rho_f \vec{E} - \frac{1}{2} E^2 \nabla \varepsilon + \nabla \left[ \frac{1}{2} E^2 \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial \rho} \rho \right]
\]  

(2.8)

here, \( \rho_f \) is the volume density of free charges, \( \varepsilon \) is the liquid permittivity, and \( \rho \) is the mass density of the liquid. The third term on the right hand of equation 2.8 is the contribution of electrostriction in the electric force, which can be ignored in homogeneous and incompressible
liquid media [13] like electrowetting droplets. Hence, the Korteweg-Helmholtz body force density can be written as follows:

$$\vec{f}_k = \rho_f \vec{E} - \frac{1}{2} E^2 \nabla$$

(2.9)

Within the droplet volume, the free charge density is zero, while it is nonzero on the droplet surface [14]. Hence, the electrical force is only applied on the droplet surface [13-14]. In addition, the free charge density is high on the three phase contact line (TCL) and decreases exponentially by distance from TCL [15]. Therefore, in the vicinity of TCL, the electrostatic force on the droplet surface would be significant. The electrostatic force is perpendicular to the droplet surface and the lateral component causes the translational modulation of droplets. Through mathematical examination, it is shown that the lateral electrostatic force inserted on the droplet close to TCL is equal with the electrowetting number as follows [15]:

$$\vec{F} = \frac{\varepsilon V^2}{2\delta}$$

(2.10)

here, $\varepsilon$ and $d$ are respectively the dielectric permittivity and thickness. Kang [15] has also shown that the balance of the lateral forces close to TCL would be as follows:

$$\sigma_{la} \cos \theta = \sigma_{sa} - \sigma_{sl} + \frac{\varepsilon}{2\delta} V^2$$

(2.11)

Equation 2.11 is, in fact, the Lippman equation which originally was obtained via the electrochemical interpretation. However, in equation 2.11, the electrical force causes the droplet modulation. In EWOD, contact angle remains constant at TCL. The electrostatic force, in fact, applies a drag right above the contact line, which vanishes asymptotically towards TCL. Therefore, local contact angle remains constant at TCL while the apparent contact angle changes [16-17].
2.2.1. Applications

EWOD has found multiple applications such as microprocessor cooling, micromechanical systems, electrowetting lenses, reflective displays, energy harvesting, and lab on chip, which are briefly explained here.

2.2.1.1. Microprocessors Cooling

Microprocessors and integrated chips are getting smaller rapidly and their thermal management is getting more challenging. The conventional method for the microprocessor heat management is air cooling with the cooling limit of around 200W per microprocessor (this number shows the device cooling capacity), which is not enough for the contemporary microprocessors [18]. One way to decrease microchip temperature is to incorporate channels with a fluid flow in the microchips. This way, heat can be efficiently transferred from a heat source to a heat sink through fluids flowing in microchannels with the aid of microscale pumping technologies [19]. However, due to the high heat generation in microprocessors chips, the fluid has to be pumped with high rates through the microchannels, which consumes significant power.

Instead, electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD) consumes low power and has provided a promising method for microchips cooling [20]. In this method, a droplet moves over the hot spots via electrowetting, which results in a significant temperature drop in the hot plates.

2.2.1.2. Micromechanical Systems

In this application, a vertical force is applied on a flat surface by an electrowetting based microactuator. The microactuator device consists of two flat plates connected by a liquid bridge. The liquid bridge is actuated via electrowetting on one the plates and then pressure is applied on the plates [21]. Figure 2-3 shows the schematic of the electrowetting based microactuator.
here, $h$, $R$, $r_p$, and $\theta$ are respectively the bridge height, the bridge waist radius, the bridge profile radius of curvature, and the apparent contact angle. In the electrowetting based microactuator, the actuation force is obtained as follows:

$$f = -\sigma_{la} \pi R \left(1 + \frac{2R}{h} \cos \theta\right)$$

(2.12)

In this kind of microactuator, due to the capillary pressure variation via electric field application, the actuation force is higher than conventional electrostatic actuation. In addition, the actuator displacement is significantly higher. The limitation of this device is the saturation of the contact angle, which limits the actuator force [21].

One goal of this project is to move objects on top of droplets via continuous electrowetting. The schematic of the device is shown in Figure 2-4.

2.2.1.3. Electrowetting Lenses

To use a droplet as a lens, a droplet is placed on a transparent substrate and then its focal length is changed via electrowetting process without the need of mechanical motors [22-24]. In
this application, indium tin oxide (ITO) on a glass substrate can be used as the substrate for its transparency [25-26]. However, the commercial electrowetting lenses are based on electrowetting on the walls of cylindrical cells with a transparent bottom that does not contribute in the electrowetting process. Varioptic [27] manufactures electrowetting based lenses.

2.2.1.4. Reflective Displays

Reflective displays provide the same quality as the regular ink on paper. In conventional backlit displays, the light is emitted from the display backside, but the reflective displays work similar to ink on paper, which is based on light reflection. Reflective display technology have been already commercialized based on capsules with particles inside [28], which could change their color via electrophoresis.

In electrophoresis based displays, there are black and white dispersed pigments in thousands of capsule units. When a potential difference is applied through a capsule unit, the dispersed black and white particles inside the capsules are separated via the electrophoretic effect. This way, the apparent color of the capsule unit can be manipulated via the variation of the electric field polarity. Hence, an image can be created by controlling the color of all the capsules.

The time response of the electrophoretic process made the conventional reflective displays noticeably slow in speed. However, it has been shown that, instead of the electrophoretic capsules, EWOD cells can be employed in the reflective displays with much faster response time [29-30]. Another advantage of the electrowetting reflective displays is that they can be much brighter than the conventional ones by using a reflective substrate (white substrate) [29]. On and off response times of respectively 12 and 13 ms have been found in the electrowetting display pixels, which are fast enough to show video films [29]. Electrowetting, in addition, is a low power process, so the electrowetting based display is a low power and green generation of
displays. Gamma Dynamics and Liquavista are the main manufacturers of electrowetting displays.

2.2.1.5. Energy Harvesting

EWOD has even been also proposed for vibration energy harvesting with a predicted power density as high as $10^3 \text{Wm}^{-2}$ [31]. This method uses a variable capacitor based harvesting device, in which the contact area between the droplets and the substrate act as the variable capacitor. Upon vibration, the contact area surface area is changed, and then the vibration mechanical energy is transformed into electricity [31].

2.2.1.6. Lab on Chip

In the realm of micro total analysis systems (μTAS) also known as "lab on a chip", small sizes of liquid samples can reduce the time and cost of analysis [32]. In Lab on Chip devices, electrowetting has been used to move, split, and mix droplets [27, 33-38]. Electrowetting can be used for droplets mixing in a timely manner, which helps to investigate enzyme kinetics [36].

Electrowetting has been also employed for field Trinitrotoluene (TNT) detection with the colorimetric method [39]. In this device, a TNT solution droplet is moved and mixed with a nucleophile (e.g. hydroxides and alkoxides), which produce a colored Jackson-Meisenheimer droplet. Then the colored droplet is analyzed via a LED and photodiode.

In another application, it has been shown that a magnetic bed can be extracted from a droplet with the aid of magnet coils, and then the droplet can be moved away from the magnetic bed [40]. The magnetic particles are DNA carriers, so they can be used to extract DNA from a droplet carrying the DNA [41]. The challenging step for the DNA extraction is moving the droplet away from the magnetic bed. The magnetic bed movement should be avoided, as it minimized the DNA extraction efficiency [40]. In DNA extraction process, EWOD aids the droplet lateral movement.
Droplets manipulation can be performed on a substrate with patterned conductive plates adjacent to each other. One example of droplet manipulation has been shown in Figure 2-5 [42].

In this process, a droplet is sandwiched between a substrate and a conductive plate [42]. The substrate consists of adjacent conductive plates coated with a hydrophobic layer. A plate is on when a potential difference is applied between the plate and the grounded top conductive plate. A droplet on a plate is split when two plates, adjacent to the off plate, are on as shown in Figure 2-5b. Then, the droplets can be remerged by turning on the middle plate and turning off the adjacent plates, as shown in Figure 2-5c.

2.2.2. Actuation Methods

Three main actuation methods have been used in electrowetting, including conventional electrowetting, bidirectional electrowetting, and continuous electrowetting, which are explained
in the following sections. Before discussing different methods of electrowetting, two methods of grounding are briefly explained.

To actuate a droplet via electrowetting, a potential difference is held between the droplet and the conductive layer. Either droplet or conductive layer can be grounded. For this section we assume the droplet is grounded. The droplet grounding can be done either from above or from below. Figure 2-5 shows one example of grounding droplet from above. To ground from above, the droplet is grounded via either a conductive layer or a piece of wire that is connected to the droplet from above.

2.2.2.1. Grounding from below

Grounding from below method has been shown schematically in Figure 2-6. In this method of droplet grounding, the ground electrode is laid on the substrate below the hydrophobic surface. Hence, all the required electrical connections are in the substrate, enabling agile droplet movements [4].

![Figure 2-6. Schematic of grounding electrode from below [adapted from 4].](image)

2.2.2.2. Conventional Electrowetting

Conventional electrowetting is performed by placing a droplet on top of a hydrophobic substrate and applying a potential difference between the droplet and the substrate as shown in section 2.2. Conventional electrowetting process has been used in electrowetting lenses where a transparent substrate and a droplet on top—with the capability of changing its focal length via electrowetting—constitute the lens component [22]. The conventional electrowetting setup is
also appropriate to investigate electrowetting reliability in the passivating and non-passivating systems, which is used in this study.

The conventional electrowetting is also the basis of digital manipulation of droplets as shown in Figure 2-5. In the next section we introduce another scheme of electrowetting, which is used for bidirectional electrowetting; in this method, instead of switching the adjacent plates on and off, diode like behavior of conductive layers is employed to move the droplets laterally.

2.2.2.3. Optoelectrowetting

When an ac voltage is applied on a photoconductive layer in the absence of light, its impedance changes with the ac voltage frequency. At a certain frequency its impedance would be significantly high and it is said the photoconductive layer is in the dark state. However, in the present of a light beam, the photoconductive—otherwise in the dark state—impedance drops and it acts like a conductor.

In the optoelectrowetting method, the substrate is connected to the power source through a photoconductor layer below the conductive layer. Then, between the droplet and the substrate, an ac voltage is applied. The frequency of the ac voltage has to be in a range that keeps the photoconductor layer in the dark state. This way, the significant part of the voltage drop would be through the photoconductor layer, and hence electrowetting does not occur. However, when a light beam is applied on the photoconductor layer, it acts like a conductor, and then the potential drop would be between the droplet and the dielectric layer, so electrowetting occurs [43].

In the optoelectrowetting process, all the conductive and dielectric layers have to be transparent, so the photoconductor impedance can be adjusted by a light beam from above. The advantage of this method is that a droplet can be moved to different parts of the substrate by only a light beam without the maze of electrical connections [23].
2.2.2.4. Bidirectional Electrowetting

In the conventional electrowetting, because of the voltage uniformity over the droplet perimeter, the contact angle variation would be identical all over the perimeter, so the droplet remains steady without any lateral movement. As a result, upon voltage application, contact angle changes without droplet lateral movements [15]. However, if we apply a nonuniform voltage on the droplet, the net force on TCL would be greater than zero, causing a planar movement of the droplet. Traditionally this is accomplished using a series of different electrodes. However, in bidirectional electrowetting the diode properties of some electrode/electrolyte systems are used to create a nonuniform voltage drop that is voltage polarity dependent. as shown in Figure 2-7.

In bidirectional electrowetting, a droplet is placed on two aluminum electrodes, which are electrically isolated. Upon applying a voltage between the electrodes, the diode like behavior of aluminum causes potential difference between the aluminum sides. Here the aluminum electrode with higher electrical potential is the reverse biased diode with a large voltage change because of its high resistance to charge transfer. On the grounded side, the aluminum diode gets forward biased, and hence the voltage change from electrode to droplet is insignificant. The potential difference between the aluminum sides results in droplet actuation. Droplet actuation is changed by changing the polarity of the electrode voltages.

Figure 2-7. Bidirectional electrowetting on patterned Al wafer.
In bidirectional electrowetting, aluminum has to be in contact with the electrolyte solution to act like a diode. By applying a scratch in Cytop or applying very thin Cytop (~50 nm), aluminum diodes are created. Thin spin-coated Cytop is inherently porous, so electrochemical diodes would take action at the pores without scratch application [44].

2.2.2.5. Continuous Electrowetting (CEW)

In bidirectional electrowetting, the lateral movement of the droplet occurs on two separate plates below the droplet. CEW integrates this effect on a resister to create a continuous voltage gradient along the substrate with just one electrode pair [45]. In CEW the diode like behavior of the metallic spots causes an asymmetric potential distribution analogous to bidirectional electrowetting, so that the potential at the reverse biased spot is higher than the forward biased spot. Therefore, the contact angle modulation at the spot with higher potential would be more than that at the other spot and the droplet moves towards the spot with higher potential. With a sequence of metallic spots a droplet can be moved continuously on the substrate as shown schematically in Figure 2-8. This simplifies motion control by eliminating the need for numerous electrodes. This is particularly advantageous for 2D motion. In our work, CEW will be used to move objects which can be used for a microassembly/microactuation.

2.2.1. Materials Issues

As discussed before, in electrowetting, an electric potential difference is applied between a droplet and a substrate to modulate the droplet contact angle. The main components of the electrowetting experiments are the substrate (a stack of conductive layer, dielectric layer, and hydrophobic layer), the droplet electrolyte solution, and an auxiliary electrode.

The auxiliary electrode can be in the form of a piece of rod or a plate in the conventional electrowetting, a narrow line in the grounding from below setup, and a metallic spot in the continuous electrowetting (CEW).
In our experiments, we have used a piece of platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode in the conventional test method. Platinum is a noble metal and also shows low resistance against electrochemical reactions [46-47], so the voltage drop on the auxiliary electrode is minimized, which is desired. In CEW, a droplet has to touch two metallic spots and none of the spots should be considered as the auxiliary electrode. The reason is that depending on the applied voltage polarity, significant contact modulation can occur on either metallic spot.

The droplet consists of a solvent (e.g. water) and electrolytes. Upon electric field application, the electrolytes diffuse through the dielectric layer [44], which results in electrochemical reactions on the conductive layer [48-49]. The dielectric failure is highly dependent on the electrolyte size. It has been shown for bigger electrolytes the dielectric failure occurs at higher voltages [44].

The dielectric failure is determined by the onset of current impulses, which are the sign of electrochemical reactions [44]. If cathodic reactions occur on the conductive layer, extensive electrochemical reactions occur, which appear as bubbles [48]. However, upon anodic reactions, aluminum etches away. Figure 2-9 shows a case of aluminum etching in conventional and bidirectional electrowetting.
Our concern is the metallic spots reliability in CEW, so the incorporated metal/electrolyte system has to show both reliability and diode-like behavior. EWOD with either non-oxidizing metals (like gold) or barium strontium titanate and SiO$_2$ dielectrics [50] show resistance against oxidation, yet they do not act like diodes. On non-oxidizing metals, fast cathodic and anodic electrochemical reactions occur and hence the substrate acts more like a conductive element in EWOD circuit with poor diode like behavior. On the other hand, barium strontium titanate and SiO$_2$ dielectrics prevents electrochemical reactions in both cathodic and anodic polarizations of the substrate [50], which also minimizes diode like behavior due to the high electrochemical reactions resistance in both potential polarities, and so they are inappropriate for CEW [45]. We will introduce a system that can act like diodes and also perform a reliable EWOD process.

2.3. Electrochemistry

The knowledge of the electrochemical reactions in EWOD is important because it helps us steer the electrochemical reactions towards favorable conditions. Electrowetting requires the use of electrolytes in the presence of an electrode and an electric potential, all the conditions required
for electrochemical reactions. Traditionally, the focus has been on eliminating or at least minimizing these reactions by using such strong oxide layers as silicon dioxide or barium strontium titanate [50]. Silicon dioxide and barium strontium titanate have been employed by researchers in different electrowetting applications such as lab on chip [50], microgripper [51], electrowetting displays [52], and lab on chip [42]. However, this project looks at the electrochemical reactions that can improve CEW performance by providing high potential difference between electrodes with opposite polarizations. This is possible when the conductive metal (in contact with electrolytes) is acting like a diode. Here, metals that act like diodes in contact with electrolytes are referred to as electrochemical diodes [45].

The underpinning mechanism of the diode like behavior is the variation of the metal resistance against electrochemical reactions at different polarities [53]. In CEW, the diode like behavior of the metallic spots provides the electric potential difference between the spots, required for the asymmetric contact angle modulation of the droplet and the subsequent continuous droplet movement. Electrochemical diodes show high and low resistance against electrochemical reactions respectively at anodic and cathodic polarity. Hence, in CEW, the droplet moves towards the side with higher voltage [45].

2.3.1. Basic Reactions

Before explaining the aluminum oxidation processes, anodic and cathodic reactions are briefly explained. The most common example of electrochemical reactions is what occur during metals corrosion. In this process, when a metal surface is exposed to a medium with electrolytes, different parts of the metal take different electrochemical potentials due the heterogeneity of the surface. The variation of the electrochemical potentials causes electrochemical reactions, which consist of cathodic and anodic reactions. On the cathode, cationic electrolytes (e.g. protons, $\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$) are reduced by taking electrons on cathode through charge transfer. On the anode,
however, the metal cations are removed from the metal structure, which leaves behind electrons [54]. If we consider two parts of the metal surface as two separate metal sheets with different electrochemical potentials, then the corrosion process can be simplified as a galvanic cell as shown in Figure 2-10.

![Galvanic Cell Diagram](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 2-10. Basic electrochemical reactions in a galvanic cell [adapted from 54].**

The galvanic cell shown in Figure 2-10 illustrates the basic components required for electrochemical reactions. In corrosion process, the intrinsic electrochemical potential difference over a metal surface is the moving force, yet an external power source can also induce electrochemical reactions between two conductive electrodes. In electrowetting, electrochemical reactions could also happen via the external potential difference which is applied to modulate the droplet. When a potential difference is applied between a droplet and an electrowetting substrate, electrolytes first diffuse through the dielectric layer until they reach the conductive layer [44]. Then, electrochemical reactions occur on the conductive layer. Anodic and cathodic reactions occur respectively at positive and negative polarities of the substrate [48].

The anodic reactions can be prevented in passivating systems, while cathodic reactions cannot. In the next section, the basic anodic reactions on aluminum (which is mostly used in this study) are explained.
2.3.2. Basic Aluminum Electrochemistry

In most experiments, we have used aluminum electrodes. In continuous electrowetting, the metallic spots were originally aluminum and the reliable electrowetting system is based on aluminum oxidation in certain electrolyte solutions. Hence, general electrochemical reactions on aluminum are explained in this section. In contact with pure water, aluminum oxidizes via the following reaction:

\[
2\text{Al}^{3+} + 9\text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 6\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ \tag{2.13}
\]

with a free energy of -864.6 Kj/mol this reaction occurs spontaneously. Aluminum oxide (alumina) is formed concurrently with protons formation. Hence, once either alumina covers all the sites for proton formation or the oxide layer porosity becomes tight, the oxidation process ceases. As a result, two interfaces of Al/Al_2O_3 and Al_2O_3/electrolyte solution are created. If aluminum is polarized anodically, oxidation and hydrogen evolution continue at the interfaces via the following reactions [55]:

\[
\begin{align*}
2\text{Al} & \rightarrow \text{Al}^+ + \text{Al}^{3+} + 4\text{e}^- \tag{2.14} \\
\text{Al}^+ + 2\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ & \rightarrow \text{Al}^{3+} + \text{H}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{2.15} \\
\text{Al}^+ + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{Al}^{3+} + \text{H}_2 + 2\text{OH}^- \tag{2.16} \\
2\text{Al}^{3+} + 9\text{H}_2\text{O} & \rightarrow \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 6\text{H}_3\text{O}^+ \tag{2.17}
\end{align*}
\]

In EWOD, Cytop gets damaged upon electric field application, and then water reaches the aluminum layer. If the substrate is anodically polarized, alumina is formed and after repeated electrowetting processes the aluminum layer could etch away, which results in the electrowetting failure [48-49]. If the substrate is cathodically polarized, then fast cathodic reactions occur on the aluminum surface, which also results in EWOD failure [48].

If electrochemical reactions are prevented, reliable EWOD is feasible [48]. In section 2.3.2., we explain how it is possible to prevent electrochemical reactions in some specific
electrode/electrolyte systems called *passivating systems* [48]. First, porous and barrier like alumina layers are introduced.

### 2.3.3. Incorporation of Anions in Aluminum Oxidation

Aluminum oxidation results in either a porous or barrier alumina layer formation, depending on the available electrolytes. The porous alumina is formed due to the anion incorporation (up to 17 wt%) in the alumina layer adjacent to the electrolytes [56]. Aluminum oxidation with such electrolytes as sulfuric acid, oxalic acid, phosphoric acid, chromic acid, and etc. results in porous alumina formation [57]. However, in the barrier like alumina layers the anions incorporation is insignificant (around 1 wt%) [58].

### 2.3.4. Porous Alumina

Porous alumina consists of a barrier layer at the aluminum/alumina interface and a porous layer on top. The porous layer thickness depends on the electrolytes contribution in the oxidation process. However, the barrier layer thickness varies by the electric field strength (the ratio of voltage drop through the barrier layer over its thickness) and the ions diffusivity. In fact, the electric field aids the ions diffusion, which decreases upon the oxide thickening. In practice, the oxide (at a voltage) gets stable once it reaches a certain thickness. The barrier layer thickness is commonly represented by the *anodizing ratio*, which is a ratio of thickness over the applied voltage. Anodizing ratio varies with electrolytes [55, 57]. Table 2-1 shows the alumina thicknesses formed with some common electrolytes.

### 2.3.1. Barrier like Alumina

In contact with some specific electrolytes such as tartaric acid and citric acid, aluminum forms barrier like alumina without the porous layer [59]. It has been shown that the electrolytes constitute insignificant part of the barrier like alumina layers (around 1 wt%) [57]. Current conduction and ion transport occurs with high resistance through the barrier like alumina. For
barrier like alumina, anodizing ratios between 13 and 13.7 AV$^{-1}$ has been reported in [55]. It is noteworthy that alumina properties can be influenced by the aluminum surface roughness before oxidation [60-62].

Table 2-1. Anodizing ratio of barrier layer of alumina with some common electrolytes [55].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte Concentration</th>
<th>Anodizing Ratio (ÅV$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15% Sulfuric Acid</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% Oxalic Acid</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% Phosphoric Acid</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% Chromic Acid</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.2. Passivating Systems in EWOD

Dielectric failure due to the electrolytes diffusion and the subsequent conductive layer oxidation and etching make reliable EWOD a challenge. As mentioned before, one way to avoid the dielectric failure is to use a dielectric layer that can withstand intense electrical fields. It has been shown that such strong dielectric layer as barium strontium titanate and SiO$_2$ dielectrics can provide reliable electrowetting at both potential polarities of the substrate [50]. These dielectric layers can be used for manufacturing reliable electrowetting devices. However, in our study the diode behavior of the substrate is required, which is eliminated by barium strontium titanate and SiO$_2$ dielectrics. Another way to improve EWOD reliability is to use thick dielectric layers [63] at the expense of low voltage EWOD. However, high actuation voltages are not desirable for portable devices; in addition, thick dielectrics prevent the electrolytes diffusion which is required for the electrode diode behavior, and hence they also eliminate the electrodes diode behavior. In
another study [64], it has been also shown that parylene dielectric layers in combination with surfactant electrolytes can be used for low voltage EWOD.

Alternatively, we have used aluminum combined with tartaric acid and citric acid at anodic polarities of the wafers to perform low voltage reliable EWOD. This way, the barrier like nature of the alumina prevents the aluminum etching, and hence EWOD continues without any damages to the wafers. The electrode (with barrier like oxide)/electrolyte combinations are referred to as passivating systems. It is noteworthy that systems with porous alumina layers could also yield reliable EWOD, as they also show resistance against etching. However, as in reliable EWOD only the barrier layer is used, so in our experiments we have used only barrier like alumina layers. It should be mentioned that barrier property is not peculiar to alumina, as some other metal oxides such as tantalum, titanium, and bismuth can also form barrier oxide layers [65].

The passivating systems show diode behavior. An I-V curve of aluminum wafers in passivating systems is shown in Figure 2-11 which illustrates the diode behavior of an aluminum wafer. Similar to non-passivating systems, the EWOD substrates here also become reverse and forward biased respectively upon anodic and cathodic polarization. Hence, their performance in the CEW devices is evaluated and compared with those of the non-passivating systems.

In the next chapters, the experimental results of droplet actuation over many cycles in passivating and non-passivating systems are presented. It will be shown that, in passivating systems, EWOD is reliable, while in non-passivating systems EWOD fails after a few cycles. Passivating systems can be also used to perform low voltage electrowetting on thin Cytop layers. However, for CEW devices passivating systems are not recommended, as droplet actuation is less than what is observed in non-passivating systems—the degradation in the droplet actuation in the passivating systems is attributed to the barrier like oxide layer, which impedes the cathodic
reactions as well as the anodic reactions. The passivating systems performance in CEW is also evaluated and the results are presented in chapter 6.

Figure 2-11. I-V curve obtained in a passivating system of aluminum and 0.1 M citric acid. In this test a 16 μl droplet was placed on an aluminum wafer with 60 nm Cytop. Then the wafer was grounded and a triangle voltage was applied over 12 seconds as shown in the inset.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTS

There are two goals in this project. First goal is to improve the reliability of the metallic spots and the silicon dioxide to fabricate reliable continuous electrowetting (CEW) devices. Second goal is to improve the droplet actuation force.

Metallic spots act as the electrochemical diodes and are inlaid to SiO$_2$ layer, which are connected to the silicon layer below SiO$_2$. A thin Cytop layer is coated on the substrate, which renders the surface hydrophobic. The thin layer of Cytop is porous, permitting the electrolytes diffusion and subsequent electrochemical reactions on the metallic spots. Therefore, the diode like behavior of the metallic spots—which requires variation of electrochemical reactions rates at different electric potential polarities—is observed. The metallic spots have to be stable over many EWOD cycles to ensure the CEW device reliability. In part of this chapter, it is explained how the EWOD reliability is evaluated.

Additionally, the droplet will cover the metallic spots, but (because of the small size of the metallic spots) electrowetting mostly occurs on the SiO$_2$ regions. Hence, the reliability of the SiO$_2$ dielectric is an important parameter too. The same tests (as used for metallic spots reliability evaluation) are used to investigate the SiO$_2$ reliability over many cycles.

The improvement of the droplet actuation force is the second objective of this study. To evaluate the droplet actuation force, the electric potential of the metallic spots are measured and with a proposed model is related to the actuation force. The measurement of the metallic spots voltage is performed using a test setup with two separate metallic electrodes, which is referred to as electrode pair measurement. The schematic of this measurement is shown in Figure 3-1.
With the aid of electrostatic force equation on the droplet perimeter, it is shown that the actuation force is given by:

$$\vec{F} = \frac{\varepsilon \pi r}{4d} V_{\text{max}} (V_{\text{max}} - 2V_{\text{drop}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)$$

here, $F$ is the total lateral force on the droplet, which has the dimension of Newton. In equation 3.1, the variables are defined as follows:

- $\varepsilon$: dielectric permittivity
- $r$: droplet radius
- $d$: dielectric thickness
- $V_{\text{max}}$: substrate voltage at the reverse biased spot
- $V_{\text{drop}}$: droplet voltage which is equal with $V_{\text{left}}$

The $V_{\text{max}}$ is equal with the applied voltage, $V_{\text{drop}}$ is the droplet voltage and can be measured directly (Figure 3-1a), and $\varepsilon$, $r$, and $d$ are known. Hence, theoretical lateral force can be calculated using equation 3.1. In this study, we are looking for electrolyte/electrode combinations where the metallic spots act like ideal theoretical diodes ($V > 0 \rightarrow R = \infty$).
< 0 → R = 0). In this case, $V_{drop}$ would be either zero or $V_{max}$ respectively when $V_{max}$ is positive and negative, so:

$$
\vec{F} = \pm \frac{\varepsilon \pi r}{4d} V_{max}^2
$$

(3.2)

A criteria that shows the actuation effectiveness of electrode/electrolyte combinations is obtained by dividing equation 3.1 by equation 3.2 as follows:

$$
\eta_{actuation} = \left| \frac{\varepsilon \pi r}{4d} V_{max}(V_{max} - 2V_{drop}) }{ \left( \frac{\varepsilon \pi r}{4d} V_{max}^2 \right) } \right| = 1 - 2 \frac{V_{drop}}{V_{max}}
$$

(3.3)

The $\eta_{actuation}$ is the coefficient of actuation and varies between zero and one. The goal of these measurements is to find electrode/electrolyte combinations with $\eta_{actuation}$ close to one. Due to the high resistance of the wafer on the CEW substrates, it is not possible to directly measure the metallic spots electric potential, so an electrode pair test setup is designed to directly measure the metallic spots electric potential. In this chapter, the designed test setup is explained.

3.1. Dielectric Characterization

Dielectric materials resist the movement of charges within the dielectric body. When they are placed in an electric field, the charges are oriented in the material. Positive charges are accumulated towards the negative side of the electric field and vice versa. Dielectric loss in such materials is associated with the permanent charges orientation, which is insignificant in low-loss dielectrics. The dielectric material withstand the electric fields up to a level that defines the dielectric strength. After dielectric breakdown, the dielectric material cannot hold charges and conduction occurs.

In electrochemical media, upon application of excessive voltage, the dielectric breakdown might occur similar to that in dry conditions. Yet, this is not the mechanism associated with the
EWOD dielectric failure. Typically, the EWOD dielectric failure happens below the dielectric breakdown voltage [1], due to electrolytes diffusion through the dielectric layer and subsequent electrochemical reactions on top of the conductive layer. Electrochemical reactions aggravate the dielectric damage, which ultimately result in EWOD failure. In EWOD, the existence of electrolytes in conjunction with high electric fields create electrochemical harsh conditions that need to be addressed to obtain reliable systems.

3.1.1. Resonant Methods

Resonant methods are highly accurate methods for low-loss dielectrics, which works at microwave frequencies [2]. Typically, in this method relaxation time of a dielectric is obtained over a frequency range, and then a model (i.e. Cole-Cole, Davidson-Cole, or Gavrilyak-Negami function [3]) is fitted on the results. The model parameters could reveal such information as dipole alignment and molecular interaction in the dielectric [4]. There are fundamental studies on the resonant methods and they have been used to characterize dielectric materials. Yet understanding the dielectrics behavior in molecular scale is beyond the scope of this study. In this study, the characterization of macroscopic dielectric damages and their effects on EWOD are desired, so resonant methods are not appropriate. Resonant methods have not been used in this study.

3.1.2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

Another method for dielectric characterization is the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [5]. In this method, the electrochemical potential of a substrate is oscillated around the substrate equilibrium potential and the current response is collected at various frequencies. The response of the system depends on the electrical characteristics of the system. To analyze the experimental results, a circuit model is assumed and fitted on the experimental results, and then the circuit parameters are used to understand such properties as the dielectric
constant [6]. It can also be used to observe the dielectric damage [7] upon electric field application, as it is in this study. The advantage of this method is that it is a well-known method for electrochemical systems characterization, which is the case of electrowetting systems. However, it is usually limited to small voltage changes while EW is conducted with much larger voltages.

3.1.3. Contact Angle versus Voltage

In EWOD, the direct method to evaluate dielectric condition is to measure contact angle with respect to voltage. The voltage is related to the droplet contact angle via Lippman equation as follows [8]:

\[
\cos \theta = \cos \theta_0 + \frac{\varepsilon}{2\delta \sigma_{la}} V^2
\]

(3.4)

here, \(\theta_0\) and \(\theta\) are the initial droplet angle and actuated droplet angle, \(V\) is the applied voltage, \(\sigma_{la}\) is the surface tension between the second phase and the droplet, \(\delta\) is the dielectric thickness, and \(\varepsilon\) the dielectric permittivity. In this equation, all parameters are known, so \(\theta\) can be predicted. Dielectric failure affects the contact angle modulation, so deviations from Lippman equation can be related to changes in the dielectric layer.

3.1.4. I-V Measurements

In CEW, the diode like behavior of the metallic spots is critical because it determines the difference in voltage between the droplet and electrode on the leading and trailing edges of the droplet. These in turn determine the droplet actuation force. A common method to characterize semiconductor diodes is I-V measurements. In this test, the voltage of a diode is ramped up with respect to ground and the current is measured concurrently. It is more appropriate to ramp the voltage instead of current, as even small magnitudes of current could result in the breakdown of a reverse biased diode. A diode demonstrates a characteristic I-V curve as shown in Figure 3-2.
A perfect diode prevents the current flow when reverse biased and passes the current when forward biased. However, a reverse biased diode can fail to prevent the current passage at a certain voltage called breakdown voltage as shown in Figure 3-2.

![Figure 3-2. I-V characteristics of a perfect diode.]

Oxidizing metals show similar I-V characteristics [9]. Here, we also use I-V curves to observe diode like behaviors. In addition, a part of our study is on the EWOD saturation phenomenon investigation. I-V measurement is also used to observe any electrical signs of saturation phenomenon. Hysteresis in the I-V measurements and changes in the patterns indicate degradation of the metallic layers.

3.2. Experiments Setup

3.2.1. Electrochemical Impedance Tests Setup

Here, Cytop dielectric damage upon electric field application is characterized by electrochemical ac-impedance spectroscopy (EIS). A three electrode setup has been used as shown in Figure 3-3 and EIS measurements with an excitation voltage of 5 mV in a frequency range of 100 KHz to 0.04 Hz were performed. Activated titanium electrodes [10] have been used as both reference and auxiliary electrodes. 0.1 M tartaric acid is used as the electrolyte solution.
Figure 3-3. A schematic of the electrochemical impedance measurement setup. Working electrode is the electrowetting substrate, consisting of Si/SiO2(500 nm)/Al(300 nm)/Cytop(595±18 nm). The potentiostat working output is connected to the aluminum layer. Auxiliary and reference electrodes are both activated titanium [10].

Considering Cytop as a porous dielectric layer, the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3-4 is used to model the electrowetting systems.

![Equivalent circuit of electrowetting systems.](image)

In this circuit, $R_s$, CPE and $R_p$ are respectively solution resistance, constant phase element and charge transfer resistance. CPE is a capacitance substitute due to capacitance distribution [11]. Capacitance distribution could occur due to "surface roughness and heterogeneities" [12], "electrode porosity" [13], "variation of coating composition" [14], "slow adsorption reactions" [15], or "Non-uniform potential and current distribution" [16]. In our experiments, the CPE existence is attributed to the electrode porosity.

3.2.2. I-V Experimental Setup

For I-V measurements, a platinum auxiliary electrode was placed in the droplet. Then, using a Keithley 2612A SourceMeter, the potential difference between the droplet and the substrate was ramped while the substrate was grounded as shown in Figure 3-5.
To do I-V tests, the voltage is ramped down and up to a certain voltage (depending on the Cytop thickness). One example of the voltage ramp is shown in Figure 3-6. In the next sections, the details of each I-V measurement are explained.

In this measurement, the voltage magnitude influences the I-V curves because, depending on the size of the ions in the electrolyte, the dielectric failure occurs at various voltages (the dielectric failure appears as a current increase in the I-V curves) [1]. Since the contact angle modulation ceases at saturation voltage, in our experiments we have applied a voltage above saturation voltage. This way all the reactions which can affect the droplet modulation are observed and interpreted in the I-V curves.

In addition, the voltage ramp rate can affect the I-V curves due to the capacitive time constant or due to the cumulative effects of increased current through the system. At high frequencies, the measurement time could be less than the system time constant. Therefore, the
dielectric breakdown might not occur. We have used a frequency between 0.1 to 1 Hz, which in our electrowetting systems proved low enough for us to collect the dielectric failure information.

During I-V measurement, the droplet contact angle and droplet/substrate area change. During droplet tests, the dielectric affects are coupled with droplet/substrate area change—introduces undesirable variations in I-V curves. This area change was eliminated by confining the droplet liquid in a tube as shown in Figure 3-7 when contact angles were not required.

![Figure 3-7. Schematic of I-V tests setup with tube.](image)

### 3.2.3. Contact Angle Measurement Methods

A method of measuring surface energy is the Wilhelmy method [17]. In this method, half of a thin plate is vertically immersed in a liquid and then the force on the plate is measured. The measured force consists of the plate weight plus the force caused by the liquid surface tension minus the upward force due to the buoyant effect of the liquid which is displaced. The contact angle can be obtained as follows:

\[
\cos \theta = \frac{(w_i - w_a + a \cdot b \cdot h \cdot \rho)g}{2\gamma_{la}(a + b)}
\]

(3.5)

here, \(a\), \(b\), \(h\), \(g\), and \(\gamma_{la}\) are respectively the plate width, the plate thickness, immersion depth, the gravitational acceleration, and liquid/air (the second phase) surface tension [17]. This
measurement is fast and requires basic laboratory components. The limiting factor in this method is that an EW plate would have to be multilayered. This method would require the same multilayer structure on both sides of the plate making it difficult for electrowetting purposes, yet not impossible.

In electrowetting, direct observation and measurement of contact angle using a camera and a goniometer is the widely used method for droplet contact angle measurement. We also use a camera to capture droplets images and then the contact angles are extracted from the images using Imagej Drop Analysis plug-in [18]. The camera setup is shown in Figure 3-8.

This setup consists of different parts as follows:

1- Camera takes the droplet images. Then the images are saved in a computer.

2- Light intensifies the contrast between the droplet and the second phase (air or oil). The light intensity can be aligned by an aperture built in the light.

3- Stage hosts the EWOD substrates. It can be moved in three dimensions. The stage is aligned to the camera axis and field of view so the measured angles in different conditions will be comparable.

4- Auxiliary electrode is used in the grounding from above electrowetting setup, which is used in this study too. The auxiliary electrode aids to apply the potential difference between the wafer and the droplet. To do so, a droplet is placed on the substrate with a pipette, then an auxiliary electrode is dipped in the droplet, and finally an electrical potential difference is applied between the wafer and the auxiliary electrode. The electrical potential difference is provided by a power source. Substrate is connected to the power source via a piece of copper tape, connected to the wafer. To secure the substrate connection to the copper tape during the tests, the copper tape is glued to the substrate using a silver epoxy.
5- Micro positioner moves the auxiliary electrode in three dimensions to position it in the center of the droplet to minimize distortion.

3.2.4. Test Setup of the Electrode Pair Measurement

In Continuous Electrowetting (CEW), the $\eta_{actuation}$ is the criteria that is employed to evaluate the effectiveness of the metallic spots, which is calculated with equation 3.3. The $\eta_{actuation}$ values vary between zero and one. At value of one, the metallic spots act as ideal diodes and can cause the highest possible actuation force.

To characterize the $\eta_{actuation}$ values in various electrode/electrolyte systems, the knowledge of potential variation of metallic spots is critical (as equation 3.3 shows). The two spots behave electrically as two diodes in series, one forward biased and one reverse biased. The voltage across the pair of diodes (metal spots) is easily measured, but the electrowetting performance depends on the distribution of the voltage between the two spots. Ideally, the forward biased
diode would have negligible voltage while the reverse-biased diode maintained a high voltage difference. The voltage division is determined by the point at which the current through the two metal spots (diodes) is the same.

While I-V measurements could inform us as to the behavior of the individual spots, the behavior is not as stable as a semiconductor diode and is easily damaged by high currents. Fortunately, when used in pairs, the diode spots reduce the net current through the system, reduce electrochemical reactions, and minimize electrode damage. To better understand the response in CEW, the behavior of pairs of spots is evaluated using a test that simulates two consecutive metallic spots in CEW, which enable us to measure the potential of metallic spots as illustrated in Figure 3-9.

![Figure 3-9. Schematic of the test setup for the potential difference measurement.](image)

In this setup, a conductive substrate is spin-coated with a 50 nm Cytop layer and then is divided into two pieces. Then a tube (diameter=4.5 mm) is glued on both pieces and the electrolyte solution is purred in the tubes, which are electrically connected via the auxiliary electrodes placed in the tubes. This combination resembles the droplet condition in CEW with each tube representing one half of the droplet and the electrical connection between them the droplet bulk.

The voltage is applied using one channel of a Keithley 2612A SourceMeter while the other measures $V_{left}$, and then the potential of the other spot is calculated ($V_{right}$) as follows:
\[ V_{\text{right}} = V_{\text{app}} - V_{\text{left}} \]  

(3.7)

The \( V_{\text{right}}, V_{\text{app}}, \) and \( V_{\text{left}} \) are respectively calculated potential (on the right-hand side of Figure 3-9), applied voltage, and the measured potential (on the left-hand side of Figure 3-9). Here, \( V_{\text{left}} \) is equal with \( V_{\text{drop}} \) which is then used to calculate the \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) values via equation 3.3.

The impact of the ramp rates of \( V_{\text{app}} \), electrolyte solutions, the electrode pre-anodization, and the electrode material are investigated. To do so, first \( V_{\text{right}} \) and \( V_{\text{left}} \) are plotted against \( V_{\text{app}} \) in two separate graphs. Then, to determine the effects of different electrode/electrolyte combinations in the droplet actuation in CEW, the \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) values are plotted versus \( V_{\text{app}} \) and the results in different combinations are compared.

3.3. Microfabrication Methods

There are two main experiments in this study. First, reliability is characterized and, second, the potential difference of the two sides is investigated as explained above. The sample preparation for these tests is explained here. In addition, the microfabrication of CEW device is explained here too. We have already demonstrated continuous electrowetting on patterned samples [19]. The finding of this study will be also examined for CEW as a future study.

3.3.1. Reliability Tests Samples

There are two reliability experiments in this study. First, the reliability experiments on the metallic spots and, second, the reliability experiments on the SiO\(_2\) dielectric layer.

To prepare the samples for the metallic spot reliability experiments, the desired metal is first evaporated on a thermally oxidized 2" silicon wafer. The SiO\(_2\) layer is 500 nm and the metal layer is 300 nm. Then Cytop is spin-coated on top of the metallic layer. The original Cytop solution we used is CTX-807M. Figure 3-10 shows how Cytop codes reflect their properties.
The Cytop polymer concentration can be adjusted by adding solvent to the original Cytop solution. Then, Cytop thickness can be changed by tuning the spinning rate as shown in Figure 3-11.

To be able to make the electrical connection to the wafer after Cytop coating, a part of metallic layer is covered by a piece of Kapton tape before spinning and is removed after prebaking Cytop. After spinning, Cytop is first prebaked at 100° C for 100 s on a hot plate and then is baked at 200° C for two hours in an oven.

In these samples, the electrical connection is made to the metallic layer. To make the electrical connection, a piece of copper tape is connected to the uncoated part of the metallic layer using a conductive epoxy and later the connection is secured by gluing the copper tape to the wafer with an epoxy. Two wafers with aluminum and gold metallic layers are shown in Figure 3-12.

For the SiO₂ dielectric reliability experiments, Cytop is directly spin-coated on a thermally oxidized 2" silicon wafer with a SiO₂ oxide thickness of 500 nm. Then, the substrate is divided in half and the electrical connection is made to the silicon layer (to the edge of the broken wafer) below the SiO₂ layer by connecting a piece of copper tape using a conductive pen (Precision Conductive Ink Dispenser, CircuitWriter) as shown in Figure 3-13.
Figure 3-11. Cytop thickness variation by the spinning speed [20]. The spinning duration is 20 s.

Figure 3-12. Electrowetting wafers with aluminum (left wafer) and gold (right wafer) as conductive layers.

Figure 3-13. An Si/SiO$_2$/Cytop electrowetting substrate used in this study.
3.3.2. Test Samples of the Electrode Pair Measurements

Two kinds of samples are prepared for the electrode pair measurements. Two kinds of substrates are used in these measurements, which are non-preanodized and preanodized substrates. Non-preanodized substrates are identical to that of the metallic spot reliability experiments. That is, a metal layer is evaporated on SiO$_2$ and then Cytop is spin-coated on top. In the preanodized substrates preparation, the metallic layer is first oxidized electrochemically and then Cytop is spin coated on the oxidized metallic layer.

The electrochemical oxidation is performed on aluminum in 0.1 M citric acid bath at room temperature. The aluminum layer is oxidized by keeping the aluminum layer potential at +50 V with respect to an activated titanium auxiliary electrode. The oxidation was stopped when the oxidation current density reached a plateau at around 0.046 mA/cm$^2$.

3.3.3. Continuous Electrowetting Tests Samples

Figure 3-14 shows the schematic of continuous electrowetting substrate micro-fabrication.

The substrates were fabricated in cleanroom area through 22 main steps as follows:

1- A high resistivity four inch silicon wafer is cleaned.

2- The wafer is thermally oxidized with a thickness of 500 nm.

3- Positive photoresist is spin-coated and baked on hot plate.

4- Selective areas of the photoresist are exposed to UV light using a mask aligner.

5- The photoresist is developed and then post-baked.

6- SiO$_2$ was etched with Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE) solution.

7- Photoresist is stripped.

8- Phosphorous dopant is spin-coated on the substrate, preheated, and then annealed. First, the spinning is performed at 4000 RPM for 30 seconds and then the substrate is preheated at 200º C in an oven for 10 minutes. Finally, the substrate is annealed at 1050º C in 75% N and 25% O$_2$
ambient for 2.5 hours. The goal of this step is to dope the silicon spots in order to make a proper ohmic contact between silicon and aluminum which is deposited in step 16.

Figure 3-14. Schematic of continuous electrowetting substrate microfabrication. Here, only two spots are shown.

9- The dopant and SiO₂ layers are etched with BOE solution and then the sample is cleaned.

10- The wafer is again thermally oxidized with 500 nm oxide thickness. Here a new SiO₂ layer is grown on the wafer because the dopant can change the dielectric property of the initial SiO₂ layer.

11-15- These steps are identical to steps 3-7.

16- Aluminum is evaporated on the substrate with e-beam.

17- Positive photoresist is spin-coated and baked.

18- The photoresist are exposed to UV light using a mask aligner.

19- The photoresist is developed.

20- Aluminum around the doped silicon spots is etched.
21- Photoresist is stripped and the wafer is cleaned.

22- Cytop is spin-coated and baked.

3.4. Conclusion

Two test methods are used to characterize dielectrics in electrowetting systems. First, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is used to detect dielectric damage after electric field application. Second, direct contact angle measurement is also performed to investigate the electrowetting systems over many cycles.

In continuous electrowetting, the diode like behavior of electrowetting substrates is used to perform lateral droplet movements. To show the diode like behavior, I-V measurements are performed.

The diode behavior of the metallic spots in continuous electrowetting (CEW) creates a potential difference between two consecutive metallic spots that moves the droplet. The higher potential difference between the metallic spots cause higher droplet actuation force, which is desired. A test setup is designed to monitor the metallic spots electrical potentials, so the spots potential difference can be directly calculated. Variation of the metallic spots voltages with ramp rate, electrolyte solutions, metallic spots pre-anodization, and metallic spot material is to be investigated using this method.

3.5. References


CHAPTER 4: A MATERIAL SYSTEM FOR RELIABLE LOW VOLTAGE ANODIC ELECTROWETTING

The objective of this chapter is to show how a passive electrode/electrolyte combination can be incorporated to perform reliable Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD). The passive combination used in this study is aluminum/citric acid. With the passive combinations, it is possible to actuate a droplet for thousands of cycles without the dielectric breakdown. It is also possible to perform low voltage reliable electrowetting via the use of a thin dielectric layer. With non-passivating combinations, the dielectric failure occurs quickly, which results in the droplet actuation failure. Before showing how the passivating systems work, some evidence of dielectric breakdown upon electric field application are shown via Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS).

4.1. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

Here, to show the Cytop damage upon electric field application, three electrode electrochemical impedance measurements are performed before and after an electric field application on Cytop coated directly on a conductive layer. Two pieces of activated titanium were used as reference and counter electrodes [1].

Figure 4-1 shows the Nyquist plots before and after an electrical field application, respectively, on a single layer of Cytop as the dielectric.

Here, a resistor-resistor/capacitor equivalent circuit is considered for the EWOD system. The impedance of the assigned equivalent circuit is calculated as follows:
where $R_s$ and $\omega$ are the droplet resistance and angular frequency ($2\pi f$), respectively, $CPE$ is the Cytop Constant Phase Angle Element, and $R_p$ is charge transfer resistance on the conductive layer. $n$ is a constant representing the ideality of the Cytop capacitance, which varies between zero and one. $CPE$ has been attributed to the capacitance distribution [2].

![Figure 4-1](image)

Figure 4-1. EIS results on an aluminum wafer with a 595±3% nm Cytop: Nyquist plots before and after keeping the electrolyte solution voltage at +70 V for two seconds. 0.1 M tartaric acid was the electrolyte solution, which was confined in a tube glued to the Cytop with a surface area of about 1 cm$^2$. Pieces of activated titanium rod were the auxiliary and reference electrodes. The frequency ranged from $10^5$ to 0.04 Hz with an excitation voltage of 5 mV.

Table 4-1 shows the circuit parameter variation after the electric field application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>CPE (Farad)</th>
<th>$R_p$ (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before $\Delta V$</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>2.2e-8</td>
<td>4.5e8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After $\Delta V$</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>1.2e-7</td>
<td>4.3e6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 4-1 shows, after electrical field application, $n$ changes from 0.984 to 0.931, which is attributed to the capacitance distribution caused by the damage spots in Cytop before and after
the electric field application, respectively [3]. In addition, after electric field application, CPE increases, which is attributed to water absorption [4-5] into the Cytop. Moreover, $R_p$ reduces significantly because of Cytop damage.

EIS results show the Cytop damage during the EWOD process. Cytop damage results in electrochemical reactions at the damage spots, which affect EWOD behavior, depending on the droplet potential polarity with respect to the wafer: cathodic and anodic reactions occur when the droplet potential is either positive or negative, respectively. In the passivating systems, the electrochemical reactions stop at the bottom of Cytop damage spots due to the passivating nature of the conductive layer/electrolyte system [6-7]. However, in non-passivating systems, the electric field damages Cytop and the subsequent electrochemical reactions cause substrate damage and results in quick loss of EWOD response. In the next sections it is shown how passivating systems can aid EWOD to actuate the droplets consistently\(^1\).

4.2. Abstract

Electrowetting on dielectric is demonstrated with a thin spin-coated fluoropolymer over an aluminum electrode. Previous efforts to use thin spin-coated dielectric layers for electrowetting have shown limited success due to defects in the layers. However, when used with a citric acid electrolyte and anodic voltages, repeatable droplet actuation is achieved for 5000 cycles with an actuation of just 10 V. This offers the potential for low voltage electrowetting systems that can be manufactured with a simple low-cost process.

Keywords: electrowetting, fluoropolymer, anodic, passivation, low voltage

\(^1\) The following part of chapter four has been published (M. Khodayari, J. Carballo, N.B. Crane, A material system for reliable low voltage anodic electrowetting, Materials Letters, 69 (2012) 96-99). The published paper is presented here.
4.3. Introduction

Droplet manipulation has found applications in various fields including lab-on-chip [8-9], displays [10], optics [11], chip cooling [12], and energy harvesting [13]. Droplet shape and motion can be controlled by many methods including thermocapillary[14], dielectrophoresis[15] and magnetic forces [16], but electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) [17-18] is a particularly promising method for low-cost, flexible and swift droplet actuation. In EWOD, droplet shape and equilibrium positions are changed due to an electromechanical effects of an electrical field applied across a fluid interface [19]. Typically, the electric field is created by applying a potential difference between an auxiliary electrode (often an electrode placed inside or on top of the droplet) and an electrode underneath a thin dielectric. Below a limiting saturation voltage, the wetting angle is given as [20]:

\[
\cos \theta_1 = \cos \theta_0 + \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r V^2 / 2 \delta \gamma_{LO}
\] (4.2)

where \(\theta_0\) and \(\theta_1\) are the initial and electrowetting droplet angles, \(V\) is the applied voltage, \(\gamma_{LO}\) is the surface energy between the droplet and the second phase (here, hexadecane), \(\delta\) is the dielectric thickness, and \(\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r\) the permittivity.

One challenge in EWOD is to manipulate the droplet with a low voltage, since many EWOD devices require tens to hundreds of volts while most electronics operate at much lower voltages. Those systems that have been demonstrated to operate below 30 V [21-24], typically require slow and/or expensive deposition processes such as atomic layer deposition [23], and chemical vapor deposition [7, 23] to create the dielectric layer. While spin-coated fluoropolymer dielectrics have been demonstrated, dielectric lifetime is often limited or not reported [22, 24-25]. Low voltage operation is typically limited by declining dielectric properties in thin layers which could be the result of high electric field, local defects, and electrode oxidation[22].
However, recently, it has been shown that, in passivating metals, the electrodes can passivate at defects [7, 26-27]. These tests were done on Parylene coated on pre-oxidized aluminum layer (V > 16 volts) and thick Cytop dielectric layers over a passivating metal electrode (V > 60 volts). Electrolyte solutions (citric acid, tartaric acid) were chosen that form a passive oxidation layer with predominately anodic actuation voltages.

This paper reports on a reliable EWOD process with large contact angle modulation at voltages as low as 10 V using only a thin spin-coated polymer dielectric on bare aluminum. This compares favorably with previous thin spin-coated dielectrics requiring 15 V [21] for actuation. Other tests with thin fluoro polymer dielectrics have shown very poor reliability at thin levels [22]. The authors are unaware of any previous reports of low voltage EWOD with demonstrated reliability and low voltage modulation.

4.4. Experiments

A 300 nm thick aluminum layer was deposited by e-beam evaporation on a thermally oxidized silicon wafer and then various thickness of Cytop fluoropolymer (20 nm, 50 nm, 1100 nm) were deposited on the aluminum layer via spin-coating. The wafer was placed in hexadecane as the second phase and an 8 µl droplet of the electrolyte was pipetted on the wafer. Tested electrolytes include 0.1 M sodium sulfate (Na₂SO₄), 0.1 M tartaric acid and 0.1 M citric acid. A platinum auxiliary electrode was placed in the droplet. Then, using a Keithley 2612A SourceMeter, potential difference between the droplet and the wafer was applied in steps while the auxiliary electrode was grounded. The applied voltages were +13 V, +22 V and +60 V on wafers with 20, 50 and 1100 nm Cytop thicknesses, respectively. These voltages were chosen to achieve a 75 deg angle change. Horizontal images of the droplets were recorded at each voltage step. The contact angles were extracted from the images using the Drop Analysis plug-in for
ImageJ [28]. Figure 4-2 shows the experimental setup schematics. Reliability was assessed by measuring the change in contact angle with repeated voltage application.

![Figure 4-2 Schematic of the experimental setup. Anodic-Cathodic electrowetting used alternating positive and negative voltage pulses as illustrated. In anodic electrowetting only positive pulses were used. These tests were performed on multiple wafers and reproducible results were observed.](image)

4.5. Discussion

Aluminum films show diode-like current-voltage response [26-27] with high resistivity at positive potentials due to the passivation of the aluminum surface. If the proper voltage polarity is maintained, the leakage current is minimized and stable operation is possible. The role of voltage polarity in EWOD life is seen by comparing angle modulations from pure anodic cycles to alternating anodic and cathodic cycles as seen in Figure 4-3. EWOD with alternating voltage polarities (Figure 4-3, dashed lines) degrades rapidly with no angle response after a few cycles, presumably because of the high rate of cathodic reactions causing degradation of the aluminum surface and dielectric. In contrast, positive voltage alone exhibited only modest degradation of the zero voltage angle, and maintained steady operation for 1100 cycles of 2 sec voltage application (FIG. 3b, c).
Figure 4-3. Droplet electrowetting modulation with only +13 V pulses (solid line) and both +13 and -13 V pulses (dashed line) with 0.1 M citric acid. The systems with negative applied voltages (dashed lines) show rapid electrowetting degradation due to destructive effects of cathodic reactions.

Typically, the EWOD reliability decreases with decreasing layer thickness. Figure 4-4(a) shows how a sodium sulfate shows much quicker degradation for thinner Cytop layers even when the voltage is adjusted to maintain a nearly constant contact angle. Similar results are seen with sodium chloride solutions.

When a passivating electrolyte (citric acid) is used, the same dielectric shows larger angle changes for the same applied voltage and more stable operation (Figure 4-4(b)). Citric acid is known to form an effective passivating oxide on aluminum [29-30]. Other solutions such as tartaric acid [29, 31-32] that form passivating oxides also show good performance though tartaric acid electrolytes did not have as long of life as citric acid.
Applied potential magnitude could cause some differences in anodic electrowetting (AEW). Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 b shows a drop in the contact angle at zero potential after just a few steps of the 13 V AEW. This could be due to charge entrapment [33]. However, when the voltage is slightly reduced from 13 V to 10 V, negligible angle change is seen over 1800 cycles (Figure 4-4c, Figure 4-5). After 1100\textordmasculine and 1650\textordmasculine cycles in respectively 13 and 10 V AEW, the droplets tended to jump off which is possibly related to a gradual aluminum oxidation and/or charge entrapment that would create differential dielectric properties over the wetting area. However, after the droplet motion, there was no visible damage to the dielectric or the electrode.

In addition to potential magnitude, pulse duration can alter AEW life. When the same substrates were tested with shorter voltage pulses the droplet motion occurred at a higher number of cycles. For instance, with a voltage pulse length of 0.2 seconds, one tenth the time used in the other plotted data, droplet motion was not observed until after 5000 cycles (Figure 4-4c). Thus the length of time the voltage is applied affects the ultimate system life.

4.6. Conclusion

Under anodic actuation voltages, valve-metal electrodes can be used with thin hydrophobic polymers as dielectric to achieve stable operation at low voltages. Typically, these layers have defects that permit significant electrochemical damage to the electrodes. However,
combinations of electrodes and electrolyte known to form a passive oxide perform reliably even for thin spin-coated dielectric layers subject to many defects as long as the electrode is at a more positive potential than the droplet. A passivating oxide is believed to form at the defects to prevent continued electrode damage or droplet/electrode shorting.

This work used aluminum electrodes and compared the system performance for different droplet compositions. The success of this approach requires the proper selection of electrode and droplet composition to create a passivating oxide film. Metals such as Al, Hf, Nb, Ta, Ti, and Zr (sometimes referred to as valve metals) [34] can form such passivating oxide layers. Similar results should be possible with these metals. These electrode/electrolyte material combinations permit reliable electrowetting using simple dielectric deposition methods such as spin-coating and dip-coating processes. This enables experimental study of EW with simplified fabrication and could dramatically reduce the costs of producing commercial devices compared to alternative methods that utilize techniques like chemical vapor deposition or atomic layer deposition to deposit the dielectric.

The results of this study can also help us understand the failure mechanisms in CEW devices, and hence to prevent it with the use of proper materials. Two parts of the CEW devices contribute in the lateral droplet actuation, which are the metallic spots and the dielectric layer. Hence, the reliability of these two parts has to be evaluated.

First, the metallic spots creates a potential difference in the substrate via their diode behavior, which is the cause of the droplet lateral movement. The metallic spots have to resist etching, so that they can create the electric potential difference consistently. To do so, an appropriate selection of electrode/electrolyte combinations is required. In this study we saw that
the passivating combinations can resist etching, and hence they are a candidate in CEW fabrication and will be studied in the chapter 6.

Second, the modulation of the droplet contact angle occurs on the dielectric layer. Therefore, in the fabrication of reliable CEW devices, the dielectric reliability has to be considered. In this study, it was shown that electrochemical reactions and the subsequent dielectric breakdown lead to the EWOD degradation. Hence, in the fabrication of the reliable CEW devices, the electrolytes diffusion through the dielectric layer and the subsequent electrochemical reactions have to be prohibited. Here, SiO$_2$ is used as dielectric layer and in the next chapter it is shown how it resists electrochemical reactions, which is apparent in I-V curves. However, with small electrolytes, a degradation in contact angle modulation is observed, which is attributed to the electrolytes entrapment in the dielectric layer.

Support for this work was provided through NSF Grant CMMI-092637, the state of Florida through the Florida Energy Systems Consortium (FESC), and by NACE International. The assistance of Dr. Alex Volinsky with manuscript preparation is gratefully acknowledged.
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CHAPTER 5: ELECTROCHEMICAL EXPLANATION FOR ASYMMETRIC ELECTROWETTING RESPONSE

In chapter 4 it was shown that, with the use of a passivating electrode/electrolyte combination, a reliable EWOD can be performed due to the dielectric layer integrity. To have reliable CEW devices, EWOD has to be reliable in CEW devices too. In fact, it is the dielectric layer of the CEW devices that has to be reliable. In this study, a SiO$_2$(500 nm)/Cytop(50 nm) dielectric stack is used in the CEW devices. Hence, reliability tests are performed in a substrate with the same dielectric stack (the substrate is made of Si/ SiO$_2$(500 nm)/Cytop(50 nm)) with two different electrolyte solutions over 10000 cycles. The following sections will show the reliability of the tested substrate 1.

5.1. Abstract

In electrowetting, a droplet/substrate contact angle is modulated by applying a potential difference between the droplet and substrate. Typically, the droplet potential is changed via an auxiliary electrode dipped in the droplet. Here, it is shown that electrochemical reactions lead to a potential drop on the auxiliary electrode in electrowetting, which degrades the droplet contact angle modulation. The magnitude of this effect depends on the voltage polarity. This problem can be addressed by using a dielectric layer, such as SiO$_2$, which can prevent electrochemical reactions with the electrowetting substrate and the auxiliary electrode.

1 At the time of writing, this chapter has been submitted for publication. The submitted manuscript is presented hereafter.
Electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) is an electromechanical process, in which a droplet apparent contact angle changes by applying a voltage between the droplet and the substrate underneath [1]. It has found applications in lenses [2], screens [3], energy harvesting [4], and lab-on-a-chip devices [5-8]. Devices consist of a conductive layer, a single or stacked dielectric layer, and typically, a hydrophobic layer (the hydrophobic layer could also act as a dielectric layer). Typically, the droplet voltage is changed via an auxiliary electrode which is placed in the droplet as shown in Figure 5-1.

In EWOD, contact angle varies with voltage, following the Lippman equation [9]

$$\cos \theta_1 = \cos \theta_0 + \varepsilon_0 \cdot \varepsilon_r \cdot V_{source}^2 / 2 \cdot \delta \cdot \gamma_{LO}$$

(5.1)

Here, $\theta_0$ and $\theta_1$ are the initial and actuated contact angles, $V_{source}$ is the power source voltage, $\gamma_{LO}$ is the interfacial energy between the droplet and the second phase (here, air), $\delta$ and $\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r$ are the dielectric thickness and permittivity, respectively. Droplet angle decreases with voltage following the Lippman equation. However, the droplet modulation ceases at a certain voltage, which is referred to as saturation voltage, and the corresponding angle is the saturation angle [9]. Saturation angle typically varies between 60° and 70° [10]. Typically, saturation angle is
independent of the droplet voltage polarity. However, it has been shown that saturation angle could vary with voltage polarity [11]. Such voltage polarity-dependent saturation angle appears with the use of thin hydrophobic dielectric layers, which has been attributed to the susceptibility of thin dielectrics to adsorb negative ions [11]. Here, another cause is introduced, which is based on a potential drop on the auxiliary electrode. Electrochemical reactions on the electrowetting substrate are followed by counter reactions on the auxiliary electrode, introducing a potential drop in the auxiliary electrode. It is shown that, for anodic polarizations of the droplet, the auxiliary electrode potential drop intensifies, attributed to fast cathodic reactions on the substrate. When a high resistance substrate, such as thermally grown SiO$_2$ [12] or electrochemically grown Al$_2$O$_3$ [13] is used, saturation angle is independent of the droplet voltage polarity and a symmetrical electrowetting is observed, which is attributed to the prevention of electrochemical reactions. We use a stack dielectric layer of SiO$_2$/Cytop to prevent the electrochemical reactions and to demonstrate symmetric electrowetting.

In addition to symmetrical electrowetting, the prevention of electrochemical reactions also leads to reliable electrowetting. Here, electrowetting reliability with the SiO$_2$ substrates is also demonstrated, which is another advantage of the SiO$_2$ substrates. Two electrolyte solutions, namely 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 M citric acid are used. Some degradation in droplet modulation is observed over 10,000 trials with 0.1 M NaCl electrolyte solution, while with 0.1 M citric acid, the droplet modulation is quite consistent.

5.3. Discussion

Upon electric field application, electrolytes diffuse through the dielectric, which is accompanied by electrochemical reactions [14]. In this study, hydrophobic Cytop with a nominal dielectric constant of 2.1 is used. During electrowetting, Cytop damage results in electrochemical reactions at the damage spots. This affects EWOD behavior differently, depending on the
droplet potential polarity with respect to the wafer (cathodic and anodic reactions occur when the droplet potential is either positive or negative, respectively).

Cathodic reactions continue at high rates, create bubbles, and cause a potential difference between the droplet/substrate interface and the auxiliary electrode due to a potential drop on the

Figure 5-2. Measurement of the wafer and auxiliary electrode potentials. Reference and auxiliary electrodes are platinum. Vsource, V1, and V2 are the power source voltage, potential drop on the wafer, and potential drop on the auxiliary electrode, respectively; (a) Direct measurement of the wafer and auxiliary electrode potentials, and (b) Effect of V1 deviation on the contact angle variation in EWOD. The contact angle values used in Figure 5-2b were collected concurrently with the test in Figure 5-2a. Contact angles are also predicted with the Lippman equation with V1 (the average of V1 curves obtained on the four spots on two wafers as shown in Figure 5-2a) is used for contact angle prediction. Two aluminum wafers with 74±3 nm Cytop were used, and two tests were performed on each wafer.
auxiliary electrode. The wafer, droplet, and auxiliary electrode potentials were directly measured by adding a platinum reference electrode, as shown in Figure 5-2a. In these tests, two electrowetting substrates of Si/SiO₂(500nm)/Al(300 nm)/Cytop(74±3 nm) were used and the electrical connection was made to the aluminum layer. On each substrate two measurements were performed.

As seen in Figure 5-2a, the potential distribution between the wafer and the auxiliary electrode varies with the polarity of the droplet potential. In these tests a passivating system (aluminum/0.1 M citric acid) is used [15]. In passivating systems, the substrate passivates at negative voltage of the droplet, which suppresses electrochemical reactions in the substrate. However, at positive droplet voltages, cathodic and anodic reactions occur in the substrate and the auxiliary electrode, respectively, which results in a potential drop at the auxiliary electrode, as well as the dielectric-coated substrate. Lippman equation can show the impact of the auxiliary electrode potential drop on the actuation angle by replacing \( V_{source} \) with \( V_1 \):

\[
\cos\theta_1 = \cos\theta_0 + \epsilon_0 \epsilon V_1^2 / 2\delta \gamma_{LO} \quad (5.2)
\]

Here, \( V_1 = V_{source} - V_2 \), and is equal to the electrical potential difference between the wafer and the reference electrode, as shown in Figure 5-2a. \( V_{source} \) is the power source voltage and \( V_2 \) is the potential drop at the auxiliary electrode. \( V_2 \) increases with the charge transfer resistance on the auxiliary electrode, which creates a difference between \( V_1 \) and \( V_{source} \).

When \( V_{source} \) tends towards negative values, the electrochemical reactions on the auxiliary electrode and also \( V_2 \) magnitude are insignificant because of the reduction of electrochemical reactions due to substrate passivation. In this case, \( V_1 \) is equal to \( V_{source} \), and hence Lippman theory predicts EWOD behavior, so either \( V_{source} \) or \( V_1 \) is used in equation 5.2.
However, when $V_{source}$ becomes positive, $V_2$ increases. Therefore, $V_1$ becomes less than $V_{source}$ and EWOD contact angle behavior can be predicted only if $V_1$ is used in the Lippman equation. Figure 5-2b shows the $V_1$ deviation effect on the contact angle variation. The Lippman equation predictions with $V_1$ ($V_1\text{ pred.}$) are also shown (a dielectric thickness of 74 nm, and a droplet surface tension of 72 mN/m have been used in the Lippman equation). The contact angle prediction with $V_1$ correlates with the contact angle measurements, which substantiates the auxiliary electrode contribution to the contact angle modulation.

The potential drop between the auxiliary electrode and the wafer can be prevented by using a dielectric layer that prevents electrochemical reactions. To achieve this, Cytop was spin-coated over thermally grown SiO$_2$ on silicon wafers. The electrical connection was made to the silicon layer, below SiO$_2$. The corresponding wafer and the auxiliary electrode potential variations are shown in Figure 5-3a. Two measurements were performed on two substrates. For the angle prediction with the Lippman equation, a dielectric thickness of 151 nm and a dielectric constant of 3.03 were considered for the SiO$_2$ (100 nm)/Cytop (51±4 nm) stack. To calculate SiO$_2$/Cytop dielectric constant, an equation for two capacitors in series was used as follows:

$$
\frac{d_t}{\varepsilon_t} = \frac{d_{cytop}}{\varepsilon_{cytop}} + \frac{d_{sio2}}{\varepsilon_{sio2}}
$$

$$
\frac{d_t}{\varepsilon_t} = \frac{d_{cytop}}{\varepsilon_{cytop}} + \frac{d_{sio2}}{\varepsilon_{sio2}}
$$

(5.3)

Here, $d_t$, $d_{cytop}$, and $d_{sio2}$ are respectively, the total thickness, the Cytop thickness, and SiO$_2$ thickness and $\varepsilon_t$, $\varepsilon_{cytop}$, and $\varepsilon_{sio2}$ are the total, Cytop, and SiO$_2$ dielectric constants. For $d_t=151$ nm, $d_{cytop}=51$ nm, $d_{sio2}=100$ nm, $\varepsilon_{cytop}=2.1$, and $\varepsilon_{sio2}=3.9$, $\varepsilon_t$ is equal to 3.024.

With thermal SiO$_2$, contact angle varies symmetrically with voltage, as shown in Figure 5-3b and $V_2$ varies between -0.09 V and +0.06 V.
Figure 5-3. Potential distribution with an SiO₂ wafer. A 51±4 nm Cytop layer was coated on 100 nm SiO₂ thermally grown on a silicon wafer; (a) Potential distribution with an SiO₂ wafer, and (b) Symmetric contact angle variation with an SiO₂ layer without potential distribution between the substrate and the auxiliary electrode.

The Si/SiO₂/Cytop substrate also provides reliable electrowetting. A challenge in EWOD is to achieve a reliable process. Reliable EWOD can be obtained in passivating systems by preventing electrochemical reactions [16-17]. However, in passivating systems, due to the diode-like behavior of alumina, reliable electrowetting holds only on anodic polarization of the wafer. This limits the EWOD applications, where both potential polarities of the wafer are desired. With
an SiO₂ layer, however, lifelong electrowetting can be achieved with both polarities of the wafer, with insignificant change in the initial and actuation angles. To demonstrate the reliability of the electrowetting systems with SiO₂, the reliability tests were performed for over 10,000 trials with 0.1 M citric acid and 0.1 M NaCl electrolyte solutions in air. In these tests, in each trial, the droplet voltage is switched between 0 V and 37 V (37 V was applied to achieve an initial contact angle near 75°) and is kept at each voltage for 50 ms, while the droplet images are taken in the middle of each voltage application. The results are shown in Figure 5-4. The reliability tests were performed on two substrates and two spots on each wafer over 10,000 trials. The curves show average contact angles of the four spots. The zero voltage curve shows the average of all measured contact angles.

![Figure 5-4](image-url)

Figure 5-4. Demonstration of the electrowetting process. 37 V was applied to obtain a contact angle around 75°. The reliability tests were performed on two similar substrates (Si/SiO2 (500 nm)/Cytop (51±4 nm)) and two spots on each wafer over 10,000 trials. The curves show average contact angles from the four spots and the error bars show the standard deviation. The zero voltage curve shows the average of all measured contact angles (of all tests) and the error bars represent the corresponding standard deviation.

here, 51±4 nm Cytop layers were spin coated on two 500 nm SiO₂ wafers (SiO₂ layers were thermally grown on silicon wafers). Then the coated wafers were pre-baked at 100 °C for 90 seconds and post-baked at 200 °C for 1 h.
As shown in Figure 5-4, the droplet actuation does not fail, even though degradation in the contact angle modulation is obvious at all conditions. The contact angle degradation is the least with citric acid when +37 V is applied. The observed reliability is attributed to the high resistivity of the SiO$_2$ dielectric against electrolytes diffusion, which prevents electrochemical reactions.

5.4. Conclusions

In conclusion, symmetric electrowetting is observed with Si/SiO$_2$/Cytop substrates, which is attributed to the absence of electrochemical reactions in the auxiliary electrode. Additionally, reliable electrowetting is achieved with thermally grown SiO$_2$ layers. SiO$_2$ thermal growth and Cytop coating are the only fabrication steps, which are standard and cost-effective. Lab-on-a-chip devices would benefit from this stable electrowetting system.

In this study it was shown that a droplet with certain electrolytes can be actuated consistently on SiO$_2$ dielectric layer. In CEW devices, the dielectric layer is also SiO$_2$. Therefore, the results here indicate that it is possible to build reliable CEW devices with the aid of appropriate electrolyte solutions. This reliability is related to the dielectric component of the CEW devices. The results of these experiments indicate that, in CEW devices, electrolyte solutions with large anions (e.g. SO$_4^{2-}$) should be used. It is worth mentioning that the cations do not diffuse into the dielectric layer, so their size is not important. Cations diffuse into the dielectric layer if the substrate voltage becomes negative; however, in CEW, the substrate voltage increases (to positive values) at the leading edge of the droplet and remains at zero (or close to zero) at the trailing edge. This is why only anions can contribute in the degradation in the contact angle change via diffusion in the dielectric layer.

In chapter 6, reliable electrode/electrolyte combinations are also introduced, which are required to move a droplet sidewise for many times and with consistent force magnitude.
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CHAPTER 6: RELIABILITY IN CEW DEVICE

6.1. Objective

In CEW the electric potential difference of two metallic spots defines the droplet actuation force. Our goal is to obtain the highest droplet actuation force possible, which would help us improve droplet actuation. Therefore, the effects of influencing parameters are investigated to obtain a large potential difference between metallic spots with a long stable life. The investigated parameters consist of voltage ramp frequency, electrolyte solution, electrode pre-anodization, and electrode material.

In chapter 5, it was shown that reliable EWOD can be performed on SiO$_2$ dielectric with specific electrolyte solutions. This will help us fabricate reliable CEW devices. However, in addition to reliable dielectric/electrolyte combinations, we also require reliable electrode/electrolyte combinations (by electrode is meant metallic spot). In fact, in this chapter reliable electrode/electrolyte combinations are introduced. Finally, the electrolyte solution has to constitute both reliable dielectric/electrolyte and reliable electrode/electrolyte combinations to guarantee the stability of the CEW devices.

6.2. Electrowetting

Electrowetting on Dielectric (EWOD) is a process where a droplet/substrate contact angle can be modulated by applying an electric potential difference between the droplet and a substrate beneath the droplet as shown in Figure 6-1.
In EWOD, contact angle varies with voltage, following the Lippman equation [1]:

\[
\cos \theta_1 = \cos \theta_0 + \varepsilon_0 \cdot \varepsilon_r \cdot V^2 \cdot \frac{2 \cdot \delta \cdot \gamma_{LO}}{2d}
\]  

here, \( \theta_0 \) and \( \theta_1 \) are the initial and actuated contact angles, \( V \) is the power source voltage, \( \gamma_{LO} \) is the interfacial energy between the droplet and the second phase (here, air), \( \delta \) and \( \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \) are the dielectric thickness and permittivity, respectively. Droplet angle decreases with voltage up to a certain voltage, which is referred to as saturation voltage, and the corresponding angle is the saturation angle [1]. Saturation angle typically falls between 60° and 70° [2].

EWOD is an electromechanical process, in which an electrostatic force changes the droplet apparent contact angle [3]. The electrostatic force is perpendicular to the droplet surface and is only applied on the droplet surface [4-5]. The magnitude of the electrostatic force reaches a maximum close to Three Phase Contact Line (TCL), which is calculated as follows [6]:

\[
\vec{F} = \frac{\varepsilon_r V_r^2}{2d}
\]
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here, $\varepsilon$ and $d$ are respectively the dielectric permittivity and thickness. In equation 6.1, the dimension of the electrostatic force is N/m which defines the force applied per distance unit of the droplet perimeter. The electrostatic force magnitude decreases asymptotically by distance from the area in the vicinity of TCL. Hence, local contact angle remains constant at TCL while the apparent contact angle changes [7-8].

6.3. Continuous Electrowetting (CEW)

In the test setup shown in Figure 6-1, the electrostatic force is uniform over the droplet perimeter because of the voltage uniformity, which results in zero net electrostatic force. Hence, the droplet remains steady without any lateral movement [6]. However, if we apply a nonuniform voltage, the net force would be greater than zero, causing a planar movement of the droplet [9].

Traditionally, this is accomplished using a series of different electrodes. Here we integrate metallic spots/electrolyte systems with diode-like properties [9] on high resistivity silicon wafers to create an electric potential difference [10] (Figure 6-2). With a sequence of metallic spots a droplet can be moved continuously on the substrate as shown schematically in Figure 6-2. This simplifies motion control by eliminating the need for numerous electrodes, which is particularly advantageous for 2D motion. This process is referred to as Continuous Electrowetting (CEW), inasmuch as the droplet moves continuously by applying a DC voltage.
In CEW, upon applying a voltage on the high resistivity silicon wafer, the metallic spots in contact with the droplet turn into electrochemical diodes causing a potential difference between the spots [9, 11]. The metallic spot with higher electrical potential becomes reverse biased because of its high resistance to charge transfer. The metallic spot diode on the grounded side gets forward biased, and hence the voltage change from electrode to droplet is insignificant. The potential difference between the metallic spots results in the droplet lateral movement towards the spot with higher potential. The voltage polarity of power source determines the direction of the droplet movement and the droplet always moves towards the side with higher voltage. This way we can change the direction of the droplet movement simply by changing the power source voltage polarity.

In essence, it is the lateral component of electrostatic force close to TCL that causes the droplet modulation. To find the net lateral force on the droplet, we integrate the lateral force on the perimeter of the droplet/substrate interface.

Figure 6-3. Concept of the estimation of net lateral force in CEW. In this figure, α is the angle between a force vector (perpendicular to the droplet perimeter) and its lateral component. r, dx, and F are respectively the droplet radius at TCL, the derivative of the TCL distance, and the electrostatic force that is obtained from equation 6.1.

Integrating over the perimeter of the droplet/substrate interface (Figure 6-3), the total lateral force can be obtained as follows:
The variables $\alpha$, $x$, and $r$ are respectively the angle between two force vectors, the force vector displacement on the droplet perimeter, and the droplet radius. The variable $V_{\alpha}$ is the substrate voltage on the perimeter of the droplet/substrate interface, which is a function of $\alpha$. Here, $F_{t,\alpha}$ is the total lateral force on the droplet, which has the dimension of Newton. $F_{\alpha}$ is the specific lateral force on the droplet perimeter, which is a function of $V_{\alpha}$.

To do integration, the relationship between the substrate voltage ($V_{\alpha}$) and $\alpha$ on the perimeter of the droplet/substrate interface should be understood. To do so, we assume that the substrate voltage changes from zero (at the trailing edge of the droplet) to $V_{\text{max}}$ (at the leading edge of the droplet) linearly by distance. Hence, $V_{\alpha}$ is related to $\alpha$ as follows:

$$V_{\alpha} = (\cos \alpha + 1)(\frac{V_{\text{max}}}{2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

Combining equation 6.3 and 6.4, then:

$$\vec{dF}_{t,\alpha} = \frac{\varepsilon r}{2d} \left[ (\cos \alpha + 1)(\frac{V_{\text{max}}}{2}) - V_{\text{drop}} \right]^2 \cos \alpha d\alpha$$

$$\Rightarrow F_{t,\alpha} = \int_0^{2\pi} \frac{\varepsilon r}{2d} \left[ (\cos \alpha + 1)(\frac{V_{\text{max}}}{2}) - V_{\text{drop}} \right]^2 \cos \alpha d\alpha$$

$$\Rightarrow F_{t,\alpha} = \frac{\varepsilon \pi r}{4d} V_{\text{max}}(V_{\text{max}} - 2V_{\text{drop}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)
Equation 6.5 shows how the total lateral force in CEW can be changed. The immediate conclusion from equation 6.5 is that $F_{t,\alpha}$ has a linear relationship with $r$ (the droplet radius). In a previous work to perform CEW, we used droplets with different volumes and a droplet with 75 μl showed satisfactory results in terms of the droplet propensity to move sidewise. While this is also dependent on the spacing of the discrete diode spots, these effects are not considered in this model. Verifying the droplet volume/$F_{t,\alpha}$ relationship is the topic of future study.

Another conclusion from equation 6.5 is that to have higher $F_{t,\alpha}$, $V_{\text{max}}$ has to be increased, or $V_{\text{drop}}$ has to be decreased. This is possible in certain metal/electrolyte combinations and the objective of this study is to find the appropriate metal/electrolyte combinations. In fact, here, we are looking for electrolyte/metal systems where the metallic spots act like ideal theoretical diodes ($V > 0 \rightarrow R = \infty$, $V < 0 \rightarrow R = 0$). In such a case, $V_{\text{drop}}$ would be close to zero when $V_{\text{max}}$ is positive and $V_{\text{drop}}$ would be close to $V_{\text{max}}$ when $V_{\text{max}}$ is negative, so:

$$
\vec{F}_{t,\alpha} = \pm \frac{\varepsilon \pi r^2 V_{\text{max}}^2}{4d}
$$

In equation 6.6, $F_{t,\alpha}$ is either positive or negative. $F_{t,\alpha}$ is positive when the droplet moves towards the right side (Figure 6-3) and vice versa. With a constant droplet/second phase surface tension, lateral electrostatic force reaches an upper bound on the maximum at saturation voltage, irrespective of $d$ (the dielectric thickness) and $\varepsilon$ (dielectric constant)—with the premise that saturation angle changes insignificantly with different dielectric materials and dielectric thicknesses [2]. The maximum lateral force can be improved by increasing the droplet/second phase surface tension using a specific second phase such as air. In our study, we use a SiO$_2$(500 nm)/Cytop (50 nm) dielectric stack with a saturation voltage of 40 V. In chapter four, it was shown that this dielectric layer is reliable where a citric acid droplet was manipulated for over 10000 cycles with acceptable consistency in the droplet modulation (over 10000 cycles, 19%
reduction in angle modulation has been observed), which is beneficial for making reliable CEW devices.

In this study, we are looking for electrode/electrolyte combinations that would improve the theoretical lateral force \( F_{t,\alpha} \). Based on equation 6.5, when the right side of the droplet is reverse biased (as Figure 6-3), the maximum lateral force can be obtained by decreasing \( V_{\text{drop}} \) to zero volt. However, when the left side of the droplet is reverse biased, \( V_{\text{drop}} \) has to be increased up to \( V_{\text{max}} \) so as to obtain the highest lateral force. The parameter \( V_{\text{drop}} \) is also affected by the location of the droplet to the nearest diode and the spacing of the diodes. However, since this study focuses on electrochemical effects, the diodes are assumed to be ideally situated at the extreme leading and trailing edges of the droplet. A criteria that shows the actuation effectiveness of electrode/electrolyte combinations is obtained by dividing equation 6.5 by equation 6.6 as follows:

\[
\eta_{\text{actuation}} = \frac{\varepsilon \pi r}{4d} \frac{V_{\text{max}}(V_{\text{max}} - 2V_{\text{drop}})}{V_{\text{max}}^2} = \left| 1 - 2 \frac{V_{\text{drop}}}{V_{\text{max}}} \right| \tag{6.7}
\]

The \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) is the coefficient of actuation, which varies between zero and one. To calculate \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \), the absolute value of the proportion is considered, so \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) always varies between zero and one, irrespective of the movement direction of the droplet. When \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) is one, the electrochemical diodes achieve the maximum possible actuation force. When it is zero, the voltage drop is the same on both sides of the droplet and there is no EW actuation. We investigate the diode behavior of the metallic spots in different electrode/electrolyte combinations and then calculate \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) for each combination. The best electrode/electrolyte combinations are recommended for CEW devices.
6.4. Experimental Setup

As discussed earlier in chapter 3, the electric potential of the metallic spots, has to be measured directly without IR drop through high resistivity silicon substrates in CEW. To do so, pairs of metallic spots are evaluated using a test that simulates two consecutive metallic spots (diodes) in CEW. In this test, a conductive substrate (Si/SiO₂/Metallic Layer) is spin-coated with a 50 nm Cytop layer and then is divided into two pieces. Two tubes with a diameter of 4.5 mm are glued to the substrates and then electrolyte solution is poured into the tubes. The tubes are electrically connected via auxiliary electrodes. In this setup, the substrates resemble two consecutive metallic spots and the tubes with electrolyte solution and the connection resemble the droplet in CEW. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 6-4.

![Figure 6-4](image)

In essence, the used test setup is a combination of two diodes and two capacitors, which are connected in series and parallel as shown in Figure 6-5.

In the test setup circuit (Figure 6-5 (a)), the capacitors and diodes respectively indicate the capacitive behavior of Cytop and the diode-like behavior of conductive layer. Figure 6-5 (b) shows the circuit in CEW substrates, which is analogous with the test setup circuit. It is worth mentioning that in the CEW substrate the metallic spots are connected via the droplet from top and via the high resistivity silicon from bottom. Because the silicon resistance is much lower than the effective resistance of the droplet path through the diode pair, much more current passes
through the silicon than the droplet. Thus, the silicon substrate in CEW is replaced by fixed voltage difference between the two silicon pieces in the test arrangement. Therefore, in the test setup, the substrates are only connected through the electrolyte solution in the tubes. The measured quantity in this study is the applied voltage and the droplet voltage from which the voltage difference across each metal spot is calculated. In CEW, the dielectric layer over the other regions is expected to have much lower conductivity than the metal spots and have little impact on the electric potential of the substrates. Therefore, the experiment setup in this study represents two consecutive metallic spots in contact with droplet in CEW.

\[
V_{\text{left}} = V_{\text{drop}}
\]

\[
V_{\text{right}} = V_{\text{applied}} - V_{\text{drop}}
\]
where \( V_{\text{right}} \), \( V_{\text{applied}} \), and \( V_{\text{left}} \) are respectively the calculated voltage (on the right hand of Figure 6-4), applied voltage, and measured voltage (on the left hand of Figure 6-4). In each test, this measurement is repeated for 500 trials and the average of 100, 101, and 102 trials are demonstrated. Between every two trials, the test is paused for seven seconds in order to allow any possible entrapped charges to relax.

6.5. Results

In the following sections, the results of I-V tests on the single electrode tests and the results of the electrode pair measurements are shown. First, it is shown that, to obtain diode behavior, the electrodes have to be coated by a Cytop layer as thin as 50 nm. Second, the diode behavior of some single-electrode/electrolyte systems are shown. Finally, the results of the electrode pair measurements are demonstrated in the form of V-V plots as shown in Figure 6-10.

6.5.1. Single Electrode Measurements

6.5.1.1. Diode Behavior of Single Electrode with Thin Cytop

To observe effective diode behavior in the electrode, the electrolytes needs to be in contact with the electrode, which is feasible through pores in thin Cytop layers [12-13]. When a thin Cytop layer is used, the Cytop intrinsic pores provide channels for the electrolytes to reach the electrode, and hence diode behavior can be observed. To show how a thin Cytop pores contribute in the diode behavior, we have conducted I-V measurements on two Si/SiO\(_2\)/Al/Cytop substrates with Cytop thickness of 50±4 nm (thin Cytop) and 240±7 nm (thick Cytop). In each test, a 16 μL droplet (0.1 M citric acid) is placed on the hydrophobobic substrate and then the substrate voltage (power source is connected to aluminum layer) is ramped to first +50 V and then to -50V with 1V/20 ms increments while the droplet is grounded. The results are shown in Figure 6-6.

With 50 nm Cytop, diode like behavior is obvious, which is attributed to the Cytop intrinsic pores. However, with 240 nm Cytop, aluminum substrate hardly shows diode-like behavior,
which is due to the resistance of Cytop against electrolytes diffusion. Therefore, in our tests, a Cytop layer of 50 nm is employed to permit the diode behavior of the electrodes.

![Graph](image)

Figure 6-6. (a) I-V measurement on two Si/SiO\textsubscript{2}/Al/Cytop substrates and (b) in a low Y axes scale. Power source is connected to the aluminum layer and the droplet is grounded. In each test, a 16 μL aqueous droplet (0.1 M citric acid) is placed on the substrate and the voltage is ramped to +50 V and then to -50 V with 1V/20ms increments and the current is measured concurrently.

6.5.1.2. Impact of Applied Voltage Frequency on Diode Behavior of Single Electrode

As explained before, CEW is based on diode behavior of electrodes. Here, the diode behavior of different electrode/electrolyte combinations are compared. In these tests, a 50 nm Cytop layer is spin coated on aluminum and titanium substrates. In each test, a 16 μl droplet is placed on the wafer and a triangular voltage is applied on the aluminum wafer while the droplet is grounded and the current is measured concurrently. Each test is repeated three times and the average of the measured currents is graphed (error bars in the graphs show the standard deviation of the measured currents). The applied voltage maximum and minimum are +50 V and -50 V, respectively. Each cycle consists of 400 points and the time between every two points is set based on the ramp frequency of the applied voltage. Two parameters are examined, first the ramp frequency of the applied voltage, and second the influence of electrode. Figure 6-7 shows the electrode diode behavior with three different ramp frequencies of 0.1 Hz, 1 Hz, and 10 Hz in aluminum/Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} combination. Generally, current is higher at 10 Hz, which is attributed to the
variation of the oxide layer (alumina) thickness by frequency. At high frequencies like 10 Hz, because of the time constraints for oxide layer thickening, electrochemical reactions would occur with relatively high speed due to the relatively low resistance of the oxide layer. With lower frequencies (1 and 0.1 Hz), the oxide layer thickness probably reaches a maximum and the resistance of the oxide layer against electrochemical reactions also reaches a maximum, which makes the current magnitudes less dependent on frequency—in Figure 6-7, the current magnitudes of I-V curves at 1 and 0.1 Hz are quite similar.

![Graph showing current magnitudes at different frequencies](image)

Figure 6-7. Diode behavior of aluminum electrode in contact with 0.1 Na₂SO₄ electrolyte solution. In this test, the aluminum substrate is coated by a 50 nm Cytop layer and then a 16 μl droplet is placed on the wafer. A triangular voltage is applied on the aluminum wafer while the droplet is grounded and the current is measured continuously.

6.5.1.3. Diode Behavior of Single Electrode in Different Electrode/Electrolyte Combinations

Typically, in the single electrode experimental setup, ramp frequency has insignificant impact on diode behavior of electrodes (as shown in Figure 6-7) below 1 Hz frequency.

However, variation of electrode/electrolyte combinations can cause noticeable change in electrodes diode behavior as shown in Figure 6-8.

Six different electrode/electrode combinations are used in this test, namely Al/Na₂SO₄, Al/citric acid, Al/NaOH, Ti/Na₂SO₄, Ti/citric acid, and Ti/NaOH. In each I-V measurement, a five μl droplet is placed on the corresponding electrode and then the droplet is grounded via a
platinum auxiliary electrode (with a 50 nm Cytop coating). A triangular voltage (0 to +50 to -50 to 0 V) is applied on the electrode with 0.5 V/250 ms increments and the current is measured concurrently.

![Graph](image-url)

Figure 6-8. Diode behavior of eight different electrode/electrolyte combinations. In these test, the droplet is grounded via a platinum auxiliary electrode and the electrodes potential is first ramped up to +50 V and then to -50 V. A 5 μl droplet is used in each test. The frequency of the whole cycle is 1 Hz.

The results in Figure 6-8 show that, except aluminum/citric acid combination, almost all combinations behave as diodes to a greater or lesser extent. Comparing the I-V results with titanium and aluminum, titanium seems to have larger contrast in forward and reverse currents. At forward biased voltages, the tests with Na$_2$SO$_4$ in combination with both aluminum and titanium electrodes have the highest currents. This could be related to the high electrochemical charge transfer between Na$^+$ cations and electrodes at the alumina pores. With NaOH, the forward current is lower. Here, Na$^+$ cations are also the agents of cathodic charge transfer, but their concentration is half of that with Na$_2$SO$_4$, which can be the reason of lower forward current. At reverse biased voltages, the tests with Na$_2$SO$_4$ have the highest currents with both aluminum and titanium electrodes, yet their corresponding I-V curves indicate diode characteristics. One possible reason for the high magnitude of currents with Na$_2$SO$_4$ can be the porous structure of
aluminum oxide and titanium oxide, which paves the way for anions to reach the electrodes surface with subsequent electrochemical reactions.

As will be shown in the next sections, all of the electrode/electrolyte combinations with diode behavior can cause a difference in \( V_{\text{left}} \) and \( V_{\text{right}} \) behaviors in the electrode pair measurements. However, the absolute current measurements in single diode circuits are not always good indicators of the electrowetting actuation potential of an electrolyte/electrode pair. The parameters \( V_{\text{left}} \) and \( V_{\text{right}} \) have to be directly measured in the electrode pair measurements and have to be related to the diode behavior characteristics in the single electrode tests with caution.

Overall, to evaluate the effectiveness of the electrochemical diodes in CEW devices, the direct measurement of \( V_{\text{left}} \) in the electrode pair measurements is recommended. In the next sections, the results of the electrode pair measurements with simulation and in different electrode/electrolyte combinations are shown.

6.5.2. Electrode Pair Measurements

As discussed in the experimental setup section, an electrode pair setup is used to evaluate CEW performance in different electrode/electrolyte combinations. CEW performance is related to \( V_{\text{drop}} \) (\( V_{\text{left}} = V_{\text{drop}} \)) via \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) (actuation coefficient). The goal of the next sections is to present \( \eta_{\text{actuation}} \) behavior in different electrode/electrolyte combinations.

Before presenting the actual experimental results, here we show how \( V_{\text{right}} \) and \( V_{\text{left}} \) vary in the electrode pair measurements with some simulation results (performed with Simulink in Matlab) as shown in Figure 6-9. Two simulations were performed with two different diodes and \( V_{\text{left}} \) and \( V_{\text{right}} \) are shown respectively in Figure 6-9a and b. First, a linear diode is employed (assuming ideal diodes) with \( V_{\text{TurnON}} = 0 \), zero forward-biased resistance, and infinite reverse-biased resistance. In the second simulation, an exponential diode is used, which behaves closer to the diodes in CEW.
The exponential diode current is related to voltage as follows:

$$I = -I_s \cdot (e^{-\frac{V}{V_{to}}} - 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)$$

here, $V$ is the applied voltage and $V_{to}$ is the diode turn on voltage at forward biased voltages. $I_s$ (scale current) is the current when the diode voltage is close to the negative of the lowest $V_{to}$ (26 mv). Additionally, in this model, when the diode is forward biased, a resistor ($R_s$) is considered in series with the diode. The $R_s$ value accounts for the electrical resistance through a forward biased diode. In the electrodes used here, cations diffusion through Cytop pores and/or oxide pores can possibly cause such resistance.

In the simulation, $I_s$, $V_{to}$, and $R_s$ are respectively considered 6.9 mA, 6 V, and 468 Ω, which are obtained by fitting equation 6.9 on an I-V curve obtained from an aluminum/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combination. After simulation, for better clarity, $V_{left}$ and $V_{right}$ are plotted against the applied voltage ($V_{app}$) as shown in Figure 6-10.
Figure 6-10. Demonstration of (a) $V_{\text{left}}$ and (b) $V_{\text{right}}$ variation versus applied voltage in the electrode pair setup for ideal and exponential diodes. The ideal diode resistance when reverse biased and forward biased is respectively zero and infinity ($V > 0 \rightarrow R = \infty$, $V < 0 \rightarrow R = 0$).

The applied voltage varies as shown in Figure 6-9. In the first half cycle of the applied voltage, the electrode on the right side of Figure 6-4 becomes reverse biased and the other electrode becomes forward biased. In the second half cycle of the applied voltage, the voltage polarities of the electrodes are switched. When an ideal diode is used (Figure 6-10a and b), the voltage of one side increases and is equal with the applied voltage, while the voltage of the other side stays at zero—in this case, $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ is one. However, with exponential diode, both of $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ change, which results in a reduction in $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$. The exponential behavior of the metallic diodes in CEW can be considered as the general reason for $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ reduction.

The diodes effectiveness in CEW can be sought in $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ which can be simply calculated via equation 6.5 using $V_{\text{left}}$ ($V_{\text{drop}} = V_{\text{left}}$) values from the electrode pair measurements. In the next sections, the experimental $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values are shown. The impact of four experimental parameters on $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ are investigated, which are $V_{\text{app}}$ ramp frequency, electrolytes, substrate preanodization, and electrode material. To do so, $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values are plotted versus $V_{\text{app}}$ as shown in Figure 6-11 (in this figure, to calculate $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$, $V_{\text{left}}$ is extracted from the curves in Figure
6-10a). By repeating the electrode pair experiments, we also investigate the consistency of $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ in different electrode/electrolyte combinations.

![Figure 6-11. Actuation coefficient versus voltage plot. In this figure, to obtain actuation coefficient values, the data in Figure 6-10a are used as $V_{\text{left}}$ or $V_{\text{drop}}$.](image)

To show the experimental results, the average of 100, 101, and 102 trials are plotted. It should be mentioned that the curves of 100, 101, and 102 trials are identical to their average, which shows the stability of the system under study. Figure 6-12 shows the consistency of $V_{\text{left}}$ (black curve) and $V_{\text{right}}$ (red curve) of 100, 101, and 102 trials of titanium/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combination.

![Figure 6-12. $V_{\text{left}}$ (black curve) and $V_{\text{right}}$ (red curve) of 100, 101, and 102 trials of titanium/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combination.](image)

### 6.5.2.1. Impact of Frequency

The triangular $V_{\text{app}}$ as shown in Figure 6-9 is applied at three frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 Hz, and 0.025 Hz. $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ and their corresponding ideal case (dashed line) respectively are shown in Figure 6-13 a and b.
Figure 6-13. Impact of ramp frequency on (a) $V_{\text{left}}$ and (b) $V_{\text{right}}$ in the electrode pair test setup. In these tests, two Al/Cytop (50 nm) electrodes are used. The theoretical ideal $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ are also shown as a reference (red dashed lines).

The shown $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves are the average of $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves of 100, 101, and 102 trials. In this test, a combination of 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$ as the electrolyte solution and a Si/SiO$_2$/Al(300 nm)/Cytop(50 nm) as the substrate is used and $V_{\text{app}}$ is applied on Al layer. The auxiliary electrodes are activated titanium.

Figure 6-13 a and b show slight differences between $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ at the three frequencies. To better visualize the impact of frequency, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values are plotted versus $V_{\text{app}}$ as shown in Figure 6-14. To calculate $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values, $V_{\text{left}}$ curves of Figure 6-13 a (the average of 100, 101, and 102 trials) are used.

Figure 6-14 shows that, when $V_{\text{app}}$ is positive, $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ has the highest values at 1 Hz and the lowest values at 100 Hz. When $V_{\text{app}}$ is negative, $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ has the lowest values at 100 Hz and the highest values at 0.025 Hz. The low values of $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ at 100 Hz is attributed to the poor diode behavior of aluminum due to the continuation of oxide layer formation when the electrode is reverse biased. In other words, the formation of aluminum oxide takes time to reach a maximum thickness (when the oxide resistance against electrochemical reaction reaches a maximum) and at high frequencies it cannot reach the maximum thickness, which decreases the aluminum
resistance when reverse biased, so $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ decreases. In general, the electrodes diode behavior is a lot better at 1 Hz and slower than 100 Hz. Limiting frequencies are likely to be different for different electrode/electrolyte combinations and this is likely impacted even by the concentration of the electrolytes. The subsequent results were measured using 1Hz input frequency—in practice, a low response time of the CEW devices is desired, so we tend to evaluate $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ with a relatively high input frequency (e.g. 1 Hz).

Figure 6-14. Actuation coefficient versus voltage plot in the electrode pair experiments (with aluminum/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combination at three frequencies of 0.025, 1, and 100 Hz). In this figure, to obtain actuation coefficient values, the data in Figure 6-13a are used as $V_{\text{left}}$ ($V_{\text{drop}}$).

6.5.2.2. Impact of Electrolyte

Electrolytes strongly affect the formation of passivation layers during oxidation. Hence, they change diode behavior of electrodes in our tests. To investigate the impact of electrolytes on $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ with aluminum electrode, three electrolyte solutions, namely 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, and 0.1 M NaOH are tested. These tests are performed at 1 Hz and substrates are Si/SiO$_2$/Al(300 nm)/Cytop(50 nm). The results are shown in Figure 6-15. The shown $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves are the average of $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves of 100, 101, and 102 trials.
Figure 6-15. Impact of electrolytes on the (a) $V_{\text{left}}$ and (b) $V_{\text{right}}$ behavior (in the electrode pair tests). The $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ are plotted versus the applied voltage. The dashed red lines show the simulated $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ behavior with the linear ideal diodes (as seen in Figure 6-10). 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, 0.1 M NaOH are used as electrolyte solutions.

Figure 6-15 a and b show $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ of aluminum electrodes with three different electrolyte solutions, namely 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, 0.1 M NaOH. The $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves show some differences. For better comparison among the test results in the electrode pair measurements with aluminum electrode, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values are plotted versus $V_{\text{app}}$ as shown in Figure 6-16. To calculate $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$, $V_{\text{left}}$ is obtained from the data in Figure 6-15a. To calculate $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values, $V_{\text{left}}$ curves of Figure 6-15 a (the average of 100, 101, and 102 trials) are used.

The results with citric acid show significant deviation from the ideal case, which is attributed to the passive alumina formation on aluminum. In fact, with aluminum/citric acid combination, aluminum oxidation results in a non-porous alumina formation. The resulting alumina layer impedes electrolyte diffusion at both cathodic and anodic potential polarities of the electrode, which results in the poor behavior observed in electrode pair experiments. Hence, the substrates hardly behave as ideal diodes.

With Na$_2$SO$_4$ and NaOH, $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ improves, yet it is not ideal and also some asymmetric behavior in $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ with the applied potential polarity (Figure 6-16) is obvious. Additionally, the
electrode pair tests with aluminum/Na$_2$SO$_4$ and aluminum/NaOH combinations cause some damages to the aluminum substrates (aluminum etching is obvious after the tests). In CEW, this could quickly damage the thin aluminum spots and eliminate the diode behavior. Therefore, aluminum/electrolyte combinations used in this study are inappropriate for making a reliable CEW device. To minimize the aluminum etching, we pre-anodized the aluminum electrode and performed the electrode pair tests. The results are shown in the next section.

![Figure 6-16. Actuation coefficient versus voltage plot. In this figure, to obtain actuation coefficient values, the data in Figure 6-15a are used as Vleft or Vdrop.](image)

6.5.2.3. Impact of Pre-anodization

As stated in the previous section, the conductive layer oxidation affects electrodes diode behavior. In this section, it is shown how alumina layer can affect the test results. To do so, an aluminum substrate is first anodized at +50 V in 0.1 M citric acid bath, which creates a 70 nm alumina layer [14], and then a 50 nm Cytop is spin coated. Then, the electrode pair tests are performed at 1 Hz with three electrolyte solutions, consisting of 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, and 0.1 M NaOH. Results are shown in Figure 6-17.

Pre-anodized electrodes show poor CEW actuation behavior with nearly linear voltage response. There are two main issues with the pre-anodized electrodes in terms of diode behavior. First, alumina layer increases the resistance of the forward biased substrates at cathodic
potentials, so $V_{left}$ behavior deviates from ideal case as shown in Figure 6-17a. Second, Al$_2$O$_3$/Cytop dielectric stack possesses a high time constant, which could be due to the entrapment of the diffused electrolytes in the dielectric (alumina) pores. The entrapped electrolytes, in fact, require more time and voltage to be removed. This is why, in between around +20 V and -20 V, $V_{left}$ is lower than the ideal diode voltage (Figure 6-17a) and $V_{right}$ is higher than the ideal diode voltage (Figure 6-17b). This shows that $V_{right} + V_{left}$ is higher than $V_{app}$ between +20 V and -20 V, which is an indication of electrolytes entrapment in the Al$_2$O$_3$/Cytop dielectric stack. Practically, this means CEW devices with pre-anodized aluminum spots would have poor response time. Therefore, metallic spots pre-anodization is not appropriate for CEW.

![Figure 6-17. Impact of electrodes pre-anodization on the (a) $V_{left}$ and (b) $V_{right}$ behavior. The $V_{left}$ and $V_{right}$ are plotted versus the applied voltage. The dashed red lines show the simulated $V_{left}$ and $V_{right}$ behavior when the diodes are ideal (as seen in Figure 6-10). 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, 0.1 M NaOH are used as electrolyte solutions.](image-url)

So far, it was shown that, with non-preanodized aluminum electrodes, the use of Na$_2$SO$_4$ results in the highest $\eta_{actuation}$ values where its magnitude varies with voltage (Figure 6-16). The use of only specific electrolytes limits the application of CEW devices to those electrolytes, which has to be addressed. In the next section, it is shown how high values of $\eta_{actuation}$ can be obtained in different titanium/electrolyte combinations.
6.5.2.4. Impact of Electrode Material

![Graph showing impact of electrode material on Vleft and Vright](image)

Figure 6-18. Impact of electrodes material on (a) $V_{\text{left}}$ and (b) $V_{\text{right}}$ in the electrode pair tests. The $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ are plotted versus the applied voltage. The dashed red lines show the simulated $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ behavior when the diodes are ideal (as seen in Figure 6-10). 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, 0.1 M NaOH are used as electrolyte solutions.

The electrode material also influences $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ (actuation coefficient). To investigate the effect of the conductive layer material, we used titanium instead of aluminum as the electrode and performed the electrode pair tests at 1 Hz with 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M Na$_2$SO$_4$, and 0.1 M NaOH. The results are shown in Figure 6-18a and b. The shown $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves are the average of $V_{\text{left}}$ and $V_{\text{right}}$ curves of 100, 101, and 102 trials.

As shown in Figure 6-16, with aluminum the use of only Na$_2$SO$_4$ and NaOH as electrolyte can result in relatively high $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values. However, titanium shows quasi-ideal diode behavior with almost all electrolyte solutions as shown in Figure 6-18, which can be attributed to the titanium oxide nature.

Like previous sections, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ is plotted versus $V_{\text{app}}$ for better clarity as shown in Figure 6-19. To calculate $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values, $V_{\text{left}}$ curves of Figure 6-16a (the average of 100, 101, and 102 trials) are used.

As shown in Figure 6-19, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values of titanium/Na$_2$SO$_4$ and titanium/NaOH combinations are higher than of titanium/citric acid combination. Comparing Figure 6-19 and...
Figure 6-16, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values with titanium are greater than the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values with aluminum. We attribute the high $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values with titanium to the thermodynamical stability of titanium oxide films [15-16] and also insignificant tendency of titanium to produce titanium ions at anodic polarities [17] during the electrode pair measurement.

Oxides of metals such as aluminum, tantalum, and titanium are amorphous at low voltages and, depending on the electrode/electrolyte combination used, at a certain voltage the oxides become crystalline. The oxides crystallization has been attributed to local heating and internal compressive stresses in the amorphous oxide layers [18-20]. Titanium oxide at low voltages below around 6 V is amorphous and at higher voltages becomes crystalline [18], and then the growth of the crystalline titanium oxide continues at higher voltages [21]. However, during aluminum anodization, alumina crystallization occurs at much higher voltages than 6 V, which is associated with the alumina breakdown [21]. In fact, the oxides crystallization is accompanied by a volume shrink of the oxide layer, which imposes significant stress at the oxide/metal interface [22]. At higher voltages this stress would be more significant and cause mechanical breakdown of the oxide. That may be why in the electrode pair measurements with aluminum, the electrodes
etch away (due to the alumina breakdown at high voltages), while with titanium, the electrodes remains stable.

In fact, in the very first trial of the electrode pair experiments, electrode/electrolyte combinations with both aluminum and titanium result in high values of $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ (except with aluminum/citric acid). However, after the first trial, $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values with aluminum decrease, while those with titanium remain high, which is attributed to the consistency in titanium oxide films during the electrode pair measurements. In the next section, to show the variation in $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values in different combinations, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ are plotted versus trial number for repeated trials.

6.5.2.5. Actuation Coefficient Variation over Repeated Trials

To evaluate the consistency of the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values over repeated trials, we performed the electrode pair measurements for 500 and 2000 trials respectively with aluminum and titanium electrodes (with the three electrolyte solutions of 0.1 M citric acid, 0.1 M $\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$, 0.1 M $\text{NaOH}$). Figure 6-20 a and b show the values of $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ at the extremes of applied voltage (+50 V and -50 V).

In the first trials of the electrode pair measurements with aluminum/$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$ and aluminum/$\text{NaOH}$ combinations, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values are above 0.6 except for Al/$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$ at -50 V (Figure 6-20 a) and they significantly decrease after repeated trials (Figure 6-20 b). In these measurements, the reduction of the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values is attributed to the instability and etching of aluminum oxide during the electrode pair measurements, which decreases the aluminum electrodes resistance when they are reverse biased. The aluminum/citric acid combination is an exception because the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values are significantly low from the very first trials (Figure 6-20 a) and stay low all over the test (Figure 6-20 b), which is attributed to the immediate aluminum passivation. Generally, with aluminum electrode, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ behavior over repeated trials show
that the CEW devices with aluminum spots would perform appropriately in the beginning, but their performance degrades after repeated use.

Figure 6-20. Evaluation of actuation coefficient ($\eta_{actuation}$) reliability. Six electrode/electrolyte combinations, namely Al/Na$_2$SO$_4$, Al/Citric Acid, Al/NaOH, Ti/Na$_2$SO$_4$, Ti/Citric Acid, and Ti/NaOH are used. Equation 6.7 is used to calculate $\eta_{actuation}$ where $V_{\text{drop}}=V_{\text{left}}$. The solid black and dashed red lines show the $\eta_{actuation}$ values at the extremes of applied voltage of +50 V and -50V, respectively. Figure 6-11 (a) and (b) respectively show the $\eta_{actuation}$ values over the first 20 trials and 2000 trials.

However, the reliability of the CEW devices can be improved by the use of titanium spots. As shown in (Figure 6-20 a), with titanium the $\eta_{actuation}$ values start from around 0.5 and even increase after repeated trials (Figure 6-20 b). This behavior of $\eta_{actuation}$ indicates that CEW devices made with titanium spots can perform appropriately from the first use and its performance even improves after repeated trials—the improvement of the $\eta_{actuation}$ values is attributed to a gradual formation of titanium oxide. Additionally, after the $\eta_{actuation}$ values reach a plateau (Figure 6-20 b), their consistency can be related to titanium oxide stability over repeated trials. In conclusion, in the beginning, the CEW devices made with aluminum spots might perform as well as those made with titanium spots; however, after repeated use, it is expected that aluminum spots performance would degrade, while titanium spots would keep actuating droplets consistently.
6.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed how metallic spots voltages in CEW are theoretically related to the electrostatic force moving the droplets sidewise. An equation was developed (equation 6.5) that relates the total electrostatic force to the droplet radius, applied voltage, and droplet voltage (which is measured experimentally). To evaluate the performance of different electrode/electrolyte combinations, an electrode pair experiment is designed, and then the experimental results are related to the metallic spots performance in real CEW devices via a coefficient which here is referred to as actuation coefficient ($\eta_{actuation}$).

6.6.1. CEW in Different Electrode/Electrolyte Combinations

The $\eta_{actuation}$ values in six electrode/electrolyte combinations, namely Al/Na$_2$SO$_4$, Al/citric acid, Al/NaOH, Ti/Na$_2$SO$_4$, Ti/citric acid, and Ti/NaOH are evaluated. We performed the electrode pair measurements over repeated trials (500 trials with aluminum electrode and 2000 trials with titanium electrode). Altogether, two kinds of graphs are obtained from the electrode pair measurements. First, the $\eta_{actuation}$ values are plotted versus $V_{app}$, which shows how $\eta_{actuation}$ varies with voltage. Second, the $\eta_{actuation}$ values of the trials at the applied voltage extremes (±50 V) are plotted versus the trial number, which show the reliability of the $\eta_{actuation}$ values over repeated trials.

6.6.1.1. CEW with Aluminum Electrode

With aluminum, the use of citric acid caused a significant reduction of $\eta_{actuation}$, which is due to the passivation of aluminum electrode—once passivating, the electrodes impede the ions diffusion at both anodic and cathodic polarities of the electrode, which is the reason of low values of $\eta_{actuation}$ in Al/citric acid combinations. The $\eta_{actuation}$ magnitudes in Al/NaOH and Al/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combinations are higher than those in Al/citric acid, but they vary with voltage. With Al/NaOH and Al/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combinations, the $\eta_{actuation}$ values reach a maximum of around 0.7 at
middle voltages (around ±30 V) and decrease down to 0.4 at ±50 V. This raises the question as to whether it is possible to fabricate CEW devices with higher $\eta_{actuation}$ values by reducing the dielectric thickness (which reduces the droplet actuation voltage). To answer this question, as a future plan, we are performing the electrode pair measurements up to ±30 V with aluminum electrodes to see how the results would differ from the current ones. In the repeated electrode pair measurements with aluminum, in the first trials, the $\eta_{actuation}$ values are high for all but the Al/citric acid combination—in this combination, the $\eta_{actuation}$ values are low from the very first trial, which is attributed to the immediate passivation of aluminum. Aluminum electrode performance declined significantly with repeated cycling—the reduction in $\eta_{actuation}$ values is possibly due to the alumina etching. In general, the results of the electrode pair measurements with aluminum shows that CEW devices with aluminum spots might perform well in the first trials, but a significant degradation in their performance is expected.

6.6.1.2. CEW with Titanium Electrode

With titanium electrode, all of the $\eta_{actuation}$ values (around 0.8) were higher than those obtained with the aluminum electrode. However, with citric acid the $\eta_{actuation}$ values were slightly lower than others at positive applied voltages, which can be attributed to a high resistance of the titanium oxide (formed with citric acid) against electrolytes diffusion. With the titanium electrode, another aspect of the $\eta_{actuation}$ curves is that they do not decrease around the extreme voltages (unlike the $\eta_{actuation}$ curves with the aluminum electrodes). The consistency of the $\eta_{actuation}$ curves can be related to the stability of titanium oxide over the electrode pair measurements. In the repeated electrode pair measurements, titanium electrodes showed consistent performance over 2000 cycles. Here, the consistency of the $\eta_{actuation}$ values is also attributed to the titanium oxide stability. Practically, with the use of titanium spots, we can
fabricate CEW devices which are expectedly reliable for repeated use. In the future, some CEW devices will be fabricated with both aluminum and titanium spots and the droplet actuation performance will be compared on both devices in terms of the droplet lateral force and the device reliability. The droplet lateral force would be measured by a tool designed and fabricated in our lab [23]. Moreover, we will perform the electrode pair measurements with more valve metals such as tantalum and zirconium with some other electrolyte solutions such as Ca(OH)$_2$ and tartaric acid.

6.7. References


CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

The goal of this study was to select reliable material combinations for Continuous Electrowetting (CEW) devices. In this context, the devices reliability is associated with two parts of the CEW devices. First part is the dielectric substrate, as the droplet actuation on the dielectric substrate has to be consistent over many cycles. The second part is the metallic spots, in that the droplet actuation force has to be persistent over many tests cycles, which is provided by the metallic spots reliability. To test the dielectric capabilities, a droplet was placed on a hydrophobic substrate and then a potential difference is applied between the droplet (via an auxiliary electrode placed in the droplet) and the substrate. In the electrode pair measurements, two separate identical electrodes are connected in a way that they resemble two consecutive metallic spots in the CEW devices.

7.1. Key Conclusions

7.1.1. EWOD Reliability in Passivating Systems

To evaluate the substrate’s reliability, a pulse voltage (for many cycles) is applied in the conventional test setup and then the variation in the contact angle modulation is evaluated over cycles (a combination of one zero voltage and one applied pulse voltage is considered one cycle). In the reliable systems, the degradation of the angle modulation over cycles is negligible.

In this study, the early reliability measurements were performed on aluminum substrates of Si/SiO\textsubscript{2}(500 nm)/Al(300 nm)/Cytop (various thicknesses). In these tests, the power source is connected to the droplet via an auxiliary electrode and the aluminum layer. We used three different electrolyte solutions, consisting of 0.1 M NaCl, 0.1 M Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, and 0.1 M citric acid. It
was found that with citric acid the droplet modulation continues consistently with negligible variation in the contact angle change. However, with NaCl and Na$_2$SO$_4$, the droplet modulation fails after a couple of test cycles. The EWOD failure is attributed to the aluminum layer etching which is inhibited with citric acid due to the passive nature of the aluminum/citric acid combination.

![Figure 7-1. The contribution of the metallic spots reliability in the CEW devices reliability.](image)

The results of this study help us better understand the failure mechanisms in CEW devices. First, the inhibition of electrochemical reactions would result in a consistent EWOD for many cycles as occurs in the aluminum/citric acid passivating combination. Second, in CEW devices when positive voltages are applied on the substrate, electrochemical reactions can lead to the etching of metallic spots as occurs in aluminum/NaCl and aluminum/Na$_2$SO$_4$ combinations (when negative voltages are applied on the substrate, cathodic reactions occur); therefore, the electrode/electrolyte combinations selected for CEW devices have to resist etching. Our tests results in electrode pair measurements show that titanium should be used as the metallic spots in CEW devices to fabricate reliable devices. Titanium resists electrochemical etching, which
results in a persistent droplet actuation in CEW for over 2000 trials. The contribution of the metallic spots reliability in the reliability of CEW devices is shown in Figure 7-1.

In this diagram, the reliability of metallic spots can be met in four regions. Region 1 corresponds to the metallic spots reliability when titanium is used with citric acid electrolytes and region 3 when titanium is used with sodium sulfate electrolytes. Region 2 and 4 are related to metallic spots reliability when a passivating system is used. Among all the regions, only region 1 has to be considered for the fabrication of reliable CEW devices because region 1 is the overlap among the three circles. In the next sections it is explained how the other circles are divided into regions.

7.1.2. EWOD Reliability with SiO₂ Dielectrics

As stated in the previous section, the electrochemical reactions can cause the EWOD failure due to the electrode etching and the damages they cause to the dielectric layer. In CEW devices, the dielectric layer underneath the droplet is a SiO₂(500 nm)/Cytop(50 nm) stack. Hence, in this study, the dielectric stack reliability is evaluated.

Our second reliability measurements are performed on SiO₂(500 nm)/Cytop(50 nm) stack dielectric layer with 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 M citric acid electrolyte solutions. The results show that, over 10,000 cycles, the contact angle change can degrade with NaCl and citric acid respectively up to 47% and 19%. With both electrolyte solutions, the SiO₂ layer resists the electrolytes solutions, and hence electrochemical reactions are prevented. The better consistency in the contact angle change with citric acid is attributed to the large size of the anions which limits the anions diffusion into the SiO₂ layer. However, with NaCl, chloride anions can possibly diffuse to the SiO₂ layer, which degrades the contact angle modulation up to 47% due to charge entrapment. The contribution of the metallic spots reliability in the reliability of CEW devices is shown in Figure 7-2.
The all four regions in the SiO$_2$ reliability circle correspond to the SiO$_2$ dielectric in contact with large electrolytes. However, here, the SiO$_2$ reliability circle is divided into four regions and each region is related to the use of a specific metallic spot, so that the overlap among the circles can be demonstrated. Region 1 and 4 are related to the reliability of the SiO$_2$ dielectric when titanium and aluminum is used respectively. Region 5 and 6 are related to any other metals that are not fit in the metallic spots reliability circle.

Based on the results of these experiments, it can be expected that, in CEW devices, electrolyte solutions with Na$_2$SO$_4$ should be used to guarantee the reliability of the SiO$_2$ dielectric. This could be related to the larger size of the SO$_4^{2-}$ ions relative to Cl$^{-1}$, but additional testing is necessary to draw clear conclusions and identify other high performance materials. It is worth mentioning that the cations should not diffuse into the dielectric layer, so their properties may not be important. Cations diffuse into the dielectric layer if the substrate voltage becomes negative; however, in CEW, the substrate voltage increases (to positive values) at the leading edge of the droplet and remains at zero (or close to zero) at the trailing edge. This is why only anions can contribute in the degradation in the contact angle change via diffusion in the dielectric
layer. With the use of only Cytop instead of the SiO$_2$/Cytop stack, it was shown how the small size of the cations lead to the significant cathodic reaction on the electrode, which degrades the contact angle change. Here, the use of SiO$_2$ prevents cathodic reactions.

7.1.3. Reliability in CEW Devices

At the end, it is important to evaluate the metallic spots behavior in CEW in terms of their effectiveness to actuate droplets and also their reliability. To have an estimate of the metallic spots effectiveness in CEW, the metallic spot voltages are theoretically related to the electrostatic force on the droplet via an equation. Then, a criteria is extracted from the relationships between the metallic spots voltage and the electrostatic force, which is referred to as actuation coefficient ($\eta_{\text{actuation}}$). The $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values of six electrode/electrolyte combinations, (namely Al/Na$_2$SO$_4$, Al/citric acid, Al/NaOH, Ti/Na$_2$SO$_4$, Ti/citric acid, and Ti/NaOH) are evaluated. It is observed that, over tests trials, the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values with aluminum decrease from around 0.7 to around 0.3, while those with titanium remains at around 0.8. The consistency of the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values with titanium is attributed to the titanium oxide stability. The conclusion of these experiments is that, to fabricate reliable CEW devices, the metallic spots should be titanium. The contribution of the consistency of the potential difference of metallic spots in the reliability of CEW devices is shown in Figure 7-3.

In the circle related to high potential difference, region 3 is related to the initial high potential difference in passivating systems, region 6 is related to the initial high potential difference in non-passivating systems with large electrolytes, region 7 is related to the initial high potential difference in non-passivating systems with small electrolytes, and region 1 corresponds to the persistent high potential difference when titanium and large electrolytes are used. In fact, to fabricate reliable CEW devices, all the conditions of region 1 have to met.
Figure 7-3. The contribution of the consistency of the potential difference of metallic spots in the reliability of CEW devices.

7.2. Future Plan

The results of this study have provided us with the bases for the future studies to improve the CEW devices. That electrode/electrolyte materials influenced the $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values has encouraged us to conduct other material related tests as future studies, which are as follows:

1- Test Titanium in single polarity testing
2- Evaluate other valve metals (e.g. tantalum and zirconium)
3- Test impact of electrolyte concentration on performance
4- Compare different electrolytes—in this study we have used three different electrolyte solutions which were acidic, neutral, and alkaline. In the next experiments other electrolyte solutions such as tartaric acid (acidic), sulfuric acid (acidic), NaCl (neutral), CaOH (alkaline), and etc. can be used.
5- Test whether silicon will work by itself:

1- Electrochemical diodes. Silicon in contact with electrolytes behaves as diode too, which is similar to electrochemical diode behavior of the metallic spots. If silicon can be used (without metallic spots) the CEW device fabrication would be easier and more cost effective.
2- Schottky diodes using a liquid metal droplet. The CEW device of this study works based on electrochemical diodes, which can fail due to intense electrochemical reaction and the subsequent electrode etching. If Schottky diodes can be used, the electrochemical reactions would be eliminated, which is expected to improve the devices lifetime.

Testing materials parameters listed above, we expect to find materials that bear higher (close to one) $\eta_{\text{actuation}}$ values. Then the appropriate material systems are to be used to fabricate reliable, efficient CEW devices. To obtain better CEW performance, some other factors are also tested, which are:

1- Test the limits of frequency to assess the impact of higher frequencies 

2- Consider the case of three diodes connected since droplets often have three connections at a time

In the past, we have demonstrated CEW with aluminum spots. In future, two more CEW devices will be fabricated, consisting of:

3- New CEW devices with Titanium

4- Create 2D CEW
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